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Abstract
We provide a general framework for the optimal design of surface energies on net-
works. We prove sharp bounds for the homogenization of discrete systems describing
mixtures of ferromagnetic interactions by constructing optimal microgeometries, and
we prove a localization principle which allows to reduce to the periodic setting in the
general nonperiodic case.
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1 Introduction
The optimization of the design of structures can sometimes be viewed as a minimization or
maximization problem of a cost or compliance subjected to design constraints. A typical
example is shape optimization for given loads of conducting or elastic structures composed
of a prescribed amounts of a certain number of materials. In that case the existence of an
optimal shape is not guaranteed, and a relaxed formulation must be introduced that takes
into account the possibility of fine mixtures. The homogenization method as presented for
example in the book by Allaire [4] can be regarded as subdividing the problem into the
description of all possible materials obtained as mixtures, and subsequently optimize in
the enlarged class of homogenized materials that satisfy the corresponding relaxed design
constraint.
In this paper we extend the homogenization method to the optimal design of networks
for surface energies. From a standpoint of Statistical Mechanics, the object of our study
are mixtures of ferromagnetic interactions under the constraint that interaction coefficients
(bonds) may only take values in a fixed set of parameters. We consider energies of Ising
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type defined on a cubic lattice, of the form
E(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd
ci,ξ(ui − ui+ξ)2 (1)
where ui ∈ {−1, 1}, V ⊂ Zd is a finite set describing the range of interactions, and the
coefficients ci,ξ, representing the strength of the interaction at the point i in direction
ξ, satisfy some design constraint described below. Note that we prefer to consider the
interaction in the form ci,ξ(ui − ui+ξ)2 rather that in the (equivalent, up to a scaling
factor) form −ci,ξuiui+ξ, which is more customary in Statistical Mechanics, since in this
way the energy of ground states is normalized to 0 and we avoid possible indeterminate
forms in the case of infinite domains. In order to describe the surface energy corresponding
to such a system we follow a discrete-to-continuum approach as in [18, 3] (see also [20, 11]):
we scale the energies introducing a parameter ε and defining
Eε(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd
εd−1ci,ξ(ui − ui+ξ)2, (2)
where now the functions u are considered as defined on εZd, with ui the value at εi. By
identifying each u with the corresponding piecewise-constant interpolation on εZd such
energies can be considered as defined in a Lebesgue space L1, where they are equicoercive,
so that their Γ-limit can be used as a continuum approximation in the description of the
corresponding minimum problem [9].
Since in our optimal-design problem we have to take into account the possibility of
locally varying the arrangement of the interactions we further introduce a dependence on
ε on the coefficients, and consider energies
Eε(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd
εd−1cεi,ξ(ui − ui+ξ)2. (3)
Compactness theorems [3] ensure that the Γ-limit of such energies exists up to subsequences,
is finite on functions in BVloc(Rd; {−1, 1}), and takes the form of a surface energy
F (u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
ϕ(x, νu)dHd−1, (4)
where ∂∗{u = 1} is the reduced boundary of {u = 1} and νu is its inner normal.
The optimal-design constraint that we consider is that for fixed ξ ∈ V the bonds ci,ξ
may take two positive values αξ and βξ depending on ξ with
αξ < βξ. (5)
The simplest case is that of nearest neighbours, when V = {e1, . . . , ed} is the canonical basis
of Rd and the strength of the bonds is independent of the direction: αej = α, βεj = β. In
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that case we are mixing two types of connections in a cubic lattice. A simplified description
of the two-dimensional setting for nearest neighbour interactions can be found in [16].
The first step in the homogenization method is to consider all possible ϕ in the periodic-
bond setting; that is, when i 7→ ci,ξ are periodic, in which case ϕ is x-independent. We
denote such ϕ, extended to Rd by positive homogeneity of degree one, as the homogenized
surface tension of the system {ci,ξ}. The description of such ϕ with fixed volume fraction
(proportion) θ of β-type bonds is what is usually referred to as a G-closure problem, with a
terminology borrowed from elliptic homogenization [4, 23]. We show that all possible such
ϕ are the (positively homogeneous of degree one) symmetric convex functions such that∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(βξθξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉|, (6)
where the θξ ∈ [0, 1] are the volume fraction of the interaction coefficients which account
only for points i interacting with points i+ ξ, and satisfy
1
#V
∑
ξ∈V
θξ = θ.
Note that, strictly speaking, such a description makes sense only for θ a rational number.
We denote by H(θ) the family of all ϕ as above satisfying (6). If θ is not a rational number,
then the elements of H(θ) are regarded as approximated by elements of H(θh) with θh → θ
and rational.
In dimension two we may compare this G-closure problem with a continuous analog
on curves in R2, which consists in the determination of optimal bounds for Finsler metrics
obtained from the homogenization of periodic Riemannian metrics (see [1, 14, 12]) of the
form ˆ b
a
a
(u(t)
ε
)
|u′|2dt,
and a(u) is a periodic function in Rd taking only the values α and β. Even though curves
and boundaries of sets have some topological differences, it has been shown in [18], that in
the periodic setting the homogenized energy densities can be computed by optimal paths
(curves) on the dual lattice. The problem on curves has been studied in [22], where it is
shown that homogenized metrics satisfy
α|ν| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤ (θβ + (1− θ)α)|ν|,
but the optimality of such bounds is not proved. That result provides bounds also for the
‘dual’ equivalent formulation in dimension 2 of the homogenization of periodic perimeter
functionals of the form ˆ
∂A
a
(x
ε
)
dHd−1(x)
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with the same type of a as above (see [5, 7]). The corresponding ϕ in this case can be
interpreted as the surface tension of the homogenized perimeter functional.
The discrete setting allows to give a (relatively) easy description of the optimal bounds
in a way similar to the treatment of mixtures of linearly elastic discrete structures [15].
The bounds obtained by sections and by averages in the elastic case have as counterpart
bounds by projection, where the homogenized surface tension is estimated from below by
considering the minimal value of the coefficient on each section, and bounds by averaging,
where coefficients on a section are substituted with their average. The discrete setting
allows to construct (almost-)optimal periodic geometries, which optimize one type or the
other of the bounds in every direction ξ at the same time. Since the constructions of
optimal geometries for fixed ξ may overlap, some extra care must be used to make sure
that they are compatible. This is done by a separation of scales argument.
The homogenization method is completed by proving that we may always locally reduce
to the case of periodic coefficients. More precisely, we note that, up to subsequences, in the
general non-periodic setting of energies as in (3), we may define a continuum local volume
fraction θ = θ(x) describing the local percentage of β-type bonds, as the average of the
densities θξ(x) of the weak
∗-limit of the measures
µξε =
∑
i:cεi,ξ=βξ
δεi.
We then prove a localization principle, similar to the one for quadratic gradient energies
in the Sobolev space setting stated by Dal Maso and Kohn (see [24, 10]). In our case, this
amounts to proving that all ϕ that we may obtain in (4) are exactly those such that, upon
suitably choosing their representative,
ϕ(x, ·) ∈ H(θ(x)) (7)
for almost all x. Conversely, every lower-semicontinuous energy F as in (4) with a surface
energy density ϕ such that (7) holds for almost every x is the Γ-limit of an Ising energy with
coefficients {cεi,ξ} with continuum local volume fraction θ. This localization result turns
out much more complex than the one in the elliptic case both because surface energies
are not characterized by a single cell problem formula and because their values must be
characterized along d− 1-hypersurfaces for Hd−1-almost all values of x.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we fix some notation and introduce
the general setting of the problem. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 5, which shows the
optimality of the bounds in the periodic case. The proof holds with a direct construction
when the target energy density is in a dense class of crystalline energy densities, and it
is proved by approximation in the general case. It is interesting to note that, in order to
recover a system of discrete interactions, it is convenient to interpret homogenized surface
energy densities in a W 1,1 setting, where the extension gives a convex integrand. In Section
4
4 we prove the localization principle, which is subdivided in Theorems 17 and 18. In their
proof we make use of representation and blow-up arguments. In particular, in order to
recover (7) we use the results in [17], which provide a blow-up formula for the limit energy
density at all points.
2 Notation and Setting of the Problem
2.1 Preliminaries
In what follows Ω will denote a bounded open set of Rd with Lipschitz boundary. We
denote by A(Ω) the set of all open subsets contained in Ω. Given T ⊂ R we define for fixed
ε > 0 the set of functions
PCε(Ω, T ) := {u : εZd ∩ Ω→ T}.
We omit the dependence on T when T = R, i.e. PCε(Ω) = PCε(Ω,R) as well as ε = 1,
i.e. PC1(Ω, T ) = PC(Ω, T ). In order to carry on our analysis it is convenient to re-
gard PCε(Ω, {±1}) as a subset of L1(Ω). To this end we will identify a function u ∈
PCε(Ω, {±1}) with its piecewise-constant interpolation on the ε-cubes centered in the lat-
tice, still denoted by u. More precisely, we set u(z) = 0 if z ∈ εZd \ Ω and u(x) = u(zεx),
where zεx is the closest point in εZd to x (which is uniquely defined up to a set of zero
measure). Other similar interpolations could be taken into account, actually not affecting
our asymptotic analysis. Moreover, setting H±ν (x) = {y ∈ Rd : ±〈y − x, ν〉 > 0} and
omitting the dependence on x if x = 0, we define
ux,ν(z) =
{
1 x ∈ H+ν (x)
−1 x ∈ H−ν (x).
We set Πν(x) = {y ∈ Rd : 〈y − x, ν〉 = 0}. and we set Πξν(x) = {y ∈ Rd : 0 ≤ 〈y − x, ν〉 <
〈ξ, ν〉}. For R > 0 we denote by BR(x) = {y ∈ Rd : |y − x| < R} the open ball with
radius R centered in x and we omit the dependence on x, when x = 0, i.e. BR(0) = BR.
Furthermore we set B±R,ν = H
±
ν ∩BR We denote with wd−1 the d−1-dimensional measure of
the d−1-dimensional unit ball. Q denotes the d-dimensional unit open cube centered at 0,
Q = {x ∈ Rd : |〈x, ei〉| < 12 , for all i ∈ {1, · · · , d}}, whereas we denote by Q(x0) the cube
centered at x0, i.e. Q(x0) = x0 + Q. Let Rν ∈ SO(d) be a rotation such that R(en) = ν.
We denote by Qν = {Rν(x) : x ∈ Q} the unit cube with sides either parallel or orthogonal
to ν, whereas Qν(x) = x0 + Q
ν the unit cube centered at x0 with sides either parallel or
orthogonal to ν and Qνρ(x) = ρQ
ν + x0 the cube centered at x0 with side lengths ρ and
sides either parallel or orthogonal to ν. Given A open bounded with lipschitz boundary,
u ∈ BV (A) we set tr(u) ∈ L1(∂(A)) the inner trace of the function u on the boundary of
A. We say that ν ∈ Sd−1 is rational if there exists λ ∈ R such that λν ∈ Zd.
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2.2 Setting of the Problem
Let V ⊂ Zd be a finite set containing the standard orthonormal basis {ej}dj=1. We consider
a discrete system of long-range interactions with coefficients ci,ξ ≥ 0, i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈ V , The
corresponding ferromagnetic spin energy is
E(u) =
1
4
∑
i∈Zd
∑
ξ∈V
ci,ξ(ui − ui+ξ)2, (8)
where u : Zd → {±1}, ui = u(i), where 14 is a normalization factor. Such energies corre-
spond to inhomogeneous surface energies in the continuum.
Definition 1. Let {ci,ξ}, i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈ V be coefficients as above with
inf
i∈Zd,j∈{1,··· ,d}
ci,ej > 0.
Then we define the macroscopic energy density of {ci,ξ} as ϕ : Rd × Rd → [0,+∞) such
that for all x ∈ Rd, ϕ(x, ·) is positively one homogeneous of degree one and for all ν ∈
Sd−1, x ∈ Rd we have
ϕ(x, ν) = lim sup
R→+∞
1
4wd−1Rd−1
inf
{ ∑
i∈Zd∩BR(x)
∑
ξ∈V
ci,ξ(ui−ui+ξ)2 : u ∈ PC(Rd, {±1}),
u(i) = ux,ν(i), i /∈ BR(x)
} (9)
Remark 2. The definition above can be interpreted in terms of a passage from a discrete
to a continuum description as follows. We consider the scaled energies on Ω
Eε(u) =
1
4
∑
i,i+ξ∈Ωε
∑
ξ∈V
εd−1cεi,ξ(uεi − uε(i+ξ))2
where u : εZd ∩ Ω→ {±1} and Ωε = Zd ∩ (1εΩ). Identifying u with its piecewise constant
interpolation u ∈ PCε(Ω), we can regard this energies defined on L1(Ω). Their Γ-limit in
that space is finite only on BV (Ω, {±1}), where it has the form
Eϕ(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕ(x, νu(x))dHd−1
with ϕ as above ([3],[18]).
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3 The Periodic Case
In this section we will consider the case where {ci,ξ} is periodic, i.e. there exists T ∈ N
such that for all i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈ V we have
c(i+Tej),ξ = ci,ξ for all j ∈ {1, · · · , d}
and for α = (αξ)ξ∈V , β = (βξ)ξ∈V
ci,ξ ∈ {αξ, βξ} with 0 < αξ < βξ; (10)
Remark 3. Let {ci,ξ}, i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈ V be periodic coefficients. Then the macroscopic energy
density of {ci,ξ}, i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈ V reduces to a homogenized energy density of {ci,ξ}, i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈
V namely a convex positively homogeneous function of degree one ϕ : Rd → [0,+∞) such
that for all ν ∈ Sd−1 we have
ϕ(ν) = lim
R→+∞
1
4wd−1Rd−1
inf
{ ∑
i∈Zd∩BR
∑
ξ∈V
ci,ξ(ui − ui+ξ)2 :u ∈ PC(Rd, {±1}),
u(i) = u0,ν(i), i /∈ BR
} (11)
This is true thanks to [3].
If we have such coefficients, we define the volume fraction of βξ-bonds and the total
volume fraction, respectively, as
θξ({ci,ξ}) = 1
T d
#{i ∈ Zd : i ∈ [0, T )d, ci,ξ = βξ},
θ({ci,ξ}) = 1
#V
∑
ξ∈V
θξ({ci,ξ}).
(12)
Definition 4. Let θ ∈ [0, 1]. The set of homogenized energy densities of mixtures of α
and β bonds corresponding to V , with volume fraction θ (of β bonds) is defined as
Hα,β,V (θ) = {ϕ : Rd → [0,+∞) : there exist θk → θ, ϕk → ϕ and {cki,ξ},
with θ({cki,ξ}) = θk and ϕk homogenized energy density of {cki,ξ}}.
(13)
The following theorem completely characterizes the set Hα,β,V (θ).
Theorem 5 (Optimal bounds). The elements of the set Hα,β,V (θ) are all the even, convex
positively homogeneous functions of degree one ϕ : Rd → [0,+∞) such that∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| (14)
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for some θξ ∈ [0, 1], ξ ∈ V such that
1
#V
∑
ξ∈V
θξ = θ. (15)
Note that the lower bound for functions in Hα,β,V (θ) is independent of β. This follows
by a comparison argument from [2] in the case for nearest-neighbour spin systems; the
more refined argument in Proposition 8 will give the optimality of the lower bound in the
general case.
In the case θ = 1 we have all functions satisfying the trivial bounds∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
βξ|〈ν, ξ〉| (16)
This is due to the fact that in that case by considering θk → 1 we allow a vanishing volume
fraction of α bonds, which is nevertheless sufficient to allow for all such ϕ.
1
3 
1
3↵
Figure 1: Envelope of sublevelsets for octagonal ' for fixed volume fraction ✓ = 1
2
Our theorem in 2 dimensions states in the next nearest neighbors case, i.e. V = {e1, e2, e1+
e2 =: v1, e1  e2 =: v2}, that the homogenized densities 'hom of H↵, ,V (✓) of periodic spin
systems with fixed volume fraction of  -bonds, with ↵v = ↵,  v =   for all v 2 V and the
energies of the form
E(u) =
1
4
X
⇠2V
X
i2Z2
ci,⇠(ui+⇠   ui)2
have to satisfy
↵(|⌫1|+ |⌫2|+ |h⌫, v1i|+ |h⌫, v2i|  'hom(⌫)  c1,1|⌫1|+ c1,2|⌫2|+ c2,1|h⌫, v1i|+ c2,2|h⌫, v2i|,
where
c1,1 + c1,2 = ✓1  + (1  ✓1)↵
c2,1 + c2,2 = ✓2  + (1  ✓2)↵,
where ✓1 + ✓2 = 2✓. This is pictured in terms of the sublevelsets {'hom  1} in Figure
1 for ✓ = 1
2
and in Figure 2 for ✓ < 1
2
. Such sublevelsets should always be convex and
even. Note that by the trivial bounds such sublevelsets have always to be contained in the
sublevelset of 'hom with all the coe cients equal to ↵ and contain always the sublevelset
of 'hom with all the coe cients equal to  . Those are the big and the small regular
octagons in the figures. Further, since the 'hom have to satisfy the upper bounds, they
have to contain at least one of the symmetric octagons whose vertices lie on the straight
1
1
3 
1
3↵
Figure 2: Envelope of sublevelsets for octagonal ' for fixed volume fraction ✓ < 1
4
lines with coordinates
x1 = ± 1
2(✓1 + ✓2,1)(    ↵) + 4↵ , x2 = x1
x1 = ± 1
(2✓2 + ✓1,1)(    ↵) + 3↵ , x2 = 0
x1 = 0, x2 = ± 1
(2✓2 + ✓1,2)(    ↵) + 3↵
x1 = ± 1
2(✓1 + ✓2,2)(    ↵) + 4↵ , x2 =  x1,
where ✓1,1, ✓1,2 are the vertical and horizontal volume fractions of the nearest-neighbor
bonds satisfying ✓1,1 + ✓1,2 = 2✓1 and ✓2,1, ✓2,2 are the volume fractions corresponding to
v2 and v1 respectively and satisfying ✓2,1 + ✓2,2 = 2✓2. Those are represented by the thick
lines.
2
Figure 1: Level sets of ϕ in the case θ = 12 and θ <
1
2 , respectively
Example 6. We consider the two-dimensional case with nearest and next-to-nearest neigh-
bour interactions; i.e., choosing V = {e1, e2, e1 + e2 =: v1, e1− e2 =: v2}. Theorem 5 states
that the homogenized densities ϕ in Hα,β,V (θ) have to satisfy
α(|ν1|+ |ν2|+ |〈ν, v1〉|+ |〈ν, v2〉| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤ c1,1|ν1|+ c1,2|ν2|+ c2,1|〈ν, v1〉|+ c2,2|〈ν, v2〉|,
where
c1,1 + c1,2 = θ1β + (1− θ1)α, c2,1 + c2,2 = θ2β + (1− θ2)α,
8
and θ1 + θ2 = 2θ. This is pictured in terms of the sublevelsets {ϕ ≤ 1} on the left-hand
side of Fig. 1 for θ ≥ 12 and on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 for θ < 12 . Such sublevelsets
are convex and even. Note that by the trivial bounds such sublevelsets have always to be
contained in the sublevelset of ϕ with all the coefficients equal to α and contain always
the sublevelset of ϕ with all the coefficients equal to β. Those are the large and the small
regular octagons in the figures. Further, since the ϕ have to satisfy the upper bounds, they
have to contain at least one of the even octagons whose vertices lie on the straight lines
with coordinates
x1 = ± 1
2(θ1 + θ2,1)(β − α) + 4α, x2 = x1
x1 = ± 1
(2θ2 + θ1,1)(β − α) + 3α, x2 = 0
x1 = 0, x2 = ± 1
(2θ2 + θ1,2)(β − α) + 3α
x1 = ± 1
2(θ1 + θ2,2)(β − α) + 4α, x2 = −x1,
where θ1,1, θ1,2 are the vertical and horizontal volume fractions of the nearest-neighbor
bonds satisfying θ1,1 + θ1,2 = 2θ1 and θ2,1, θ2,2 are the volume fractions corresponding to
v2 and v1 respectively and satisfying θ2,1 + θ2,2 = 2θ2. Those are represented by the thick
lines.
3.1 Derivation of Bounds
We now derive the bounds of Theorem 5 by using the following proposition.
Proposition 7 (Bounds by averaging). Let ϕ be the homogenized energy density of {ci,ξ}
as in (11); then we have
ϕ(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉|. (17)
Proof. The proof is obtained by constructing a suitable competitor u ∈ PC(Rd, {±1}),
u(i) = uν(i), i /∈ BR in the definition of (11). To that end define for j ∈ [0, T )d ∩ Zd
uj ∈ PC(Rd, {±1}), u(i) = uν(i), i /∈ BR by
uj(i) =
{
uν(i) if i /∈ BR
uj,ν(i) if i ∈ BR.
9
Let j0 ∈ [0, T )d ∩ Zd be such that
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd∩BR
ci,ξ((uj0)i − (uj0)i+ξ)2 ≤
1
T d
1
4
∑
j∈[0,T )d∩Zd
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd∩BR
ci,ξ((uj)i − (uj)i+ξ)2.
we have
1
T d
1
4
∑
j∈[0,T )d∩Zd
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd∩BR
ci,ξ((uj)i − (uj)i+ξ)2
=
1
T d
∑
j∈[0,T )d∩Zd
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Πξν(j)∩BR∩Zd
ci,ξ
=
1
T d
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈[0,T )d∩Zd
∑
j∈[0,T )d∩Zd
ci,ξ#{i′ ∈ (TZd + i) ∩Πξν(j) ∩BR}
≤ 1
T d
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈[0,T )d∩Zd
ci,ξwd−1Rd−1|〈ν, ξ〉|+ o(Rd−1)
=
∑
ξ∈V
(θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉|+ o(Rd−1).
The last equality follows from splitting the sum into the two sets where ci,ξ = αξ or βξ
respectively. Since uj0 is admissible in the definition of (11), dividing by R
d−1 and letting
R→∞ yields the claim.
Proposition 7 together with the trivial bound from below gives the bounds in the
statement of Theorem 5. in the following section we prove their optimality.
3.2 Optimality of Bounds
We introduce some notation for the this section. Let Ξ = {ξ1, · · · , ξd} ⊂ Zd be an orthog-
onal basis and let z ∈ Zd and let
Lz(Ξ) :=
{
i ∈ Rd : i = z +
d∑
k=1
λkξk;λk ∈ Z
}
, LTz (Ξ) = z + TL0(Ξ)
and for j = 1, · · · , d we set
Lz,j(Ξ) :=
{
i ∈ Rd : i = z +
d∑
k=1
λkξk;λk ∈ Z, λj = 0
}
, LTz,j(Ξ) = z + TL0,j(Ξ)
the projection of the lattice into the plane orthogonal to ξj . We set
Pz(Ξ) :=
{
i ∈ Rd : i = z +
d∑
j=1
λjξj ;λj ∈ [0, 1)
}
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the fundamental parallelepiped spanned by the vectors Ξ translated to the point z, and
P Tz (Ξ) :=
{
i ∈ Rd : i = z + T
d∑
j=1
λjξj ;λj ∈ [0, 1)
}
.
Set for {ci,ξj}i∈Lz(Ξ),j∈{1,··· ,d} with ci,ξj ≥ 0 and T -periodic, i.e. ci+Tξj ,ξk = ci,ξk for all
j, k ∈ {1, · · · , d}
ϕΞ,z(ν) = lim sup
R→+∞
1
4wd−1Rd−1
inf
{ ∑
i∈Lz(Ξ)∩BR
d∑
j=1
ci,ξj (ui − ui+ξj )2;
u : Lz(Ξ)→ {±1}, u(i) = u0,ν(i), i /∈ BR
} (18)
(we omit the dependence on {ci,ξj}). By regrouping the interactions {ci,ξ} of energy (8) on
sublattices Lz,j(Ξ) we will use (18) to obtain a lower bound in (11). (Note that possibly
one has to set ci,ξj = 0 for some j ∈ {1, · · · , d} if ξj /∈ V ).
Note that if ci,ξ is T -periodic along the coordinate directions, then for every η ∈ Zd
there exists T ′ = T ′η such that ci+T ′η,ξ = ci,ξ.
Proposition 8 (Bounds by projection). Let Ξ = {ξ1, · · · , ξd} be an orthogonal basis,
z ∈ Zd and {ci,ξj}i∈Lz(Ξ),j∈{1,··· ,d} be non-negative coefficients. Let ϕΞ,z : Rd → [0,+∞) be
the even convex positively homogeneous function of degree one given by (18), then
ϕΞ,z(ν) ≥
d∑
j=1
cpj |〈ν, ξj〉| (19)
where
cpj =
1
T d−1|Pz(Ξ)|
∑
k∈Lz,j(Ξ)∩PTz (Ξ)
min{ci,ξj : i− k = λξj for some λ ∈ Z} (20)
(the letter p in cpj stands for projection).
Proof. Let u : Lz → {±1} be such that u(i) = uν(i) for all i /∈ BR. Set for j = 1, · · · , N
Ij :=
{
i ∈ Lz,j(Ξ) : {i+ tξj : t ∈ R} ∩B±R,ν 6= ∅
}
.
Noting that for all k ∈ Ij there exists at least i ∈ {k + λξ : λ ∈ Z} ∩ BR, such that
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ui 6= ui+ξ, we have
1
4
∑
i∈Lz∩BR
d∑
j=1
ci,ξj (ui − ui+ξj )2 ≥
d∑
j=1
∑
k∈Ij
min{ci,ξj : i− k = λξj for some λ ∈ Z}
≥
d∑
j=1
∑
k∈Lz,j(Ξ)∩PTz (Ξ)
min{ci,ξj : i− k = λξj for some λ ∈ Z}#(TLk,j(Ξ) ∩ Ij)
≥
d∑
j=1
∑
k∈Lz,j(Ξ)∩PTz (Ξ)
min{ci,ξj : i− k = λξj for some λ ∈ Z}
|〈ν, ξj〉|
|Pz,j(Ξ)|
wd−1Rd−1
T d−1
+ o(Rd−1).
Where we have used the fact that
#(TLk,j ∩ Ij) =
Hd−1
(
(Πν ∩BR) projected onto z + Π ξj
||ξi||
)
Hd−1
(
P Tz (Ξ) ∩
(
z + Π ξj
||xij ||
))
=
1
||ξj || |〈ν, ξj〉|
Πdi=1||ξi||
i 6=j
wd−1Rd−1
T d−1
+ o(Rd−1).
Taking the infimum over u : Lz → {±1} such that u(i) = uν(i), i /∈ BR, dividing by
wd−1Rd−1 and letting R→∞ yields the claim.
We will now use Proposition 8 to prove the optimality of bounds. First we deal with a
special case, from which the general result will be deduced by approximation.
Proposition 9. Let V be as in Theorem 5 and
ψ(ν) =
∑
ξ∈V
cξ|〈ν, ξ〉|
with αξ ≤ cξ ≤ βξ, ξ ∈ V such that
cξ = tξβξ + (1− tξ)αξ ≤ θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ
where θξ, tξ ∈ (0, 1) ∩ Q, ξ ∈ V . Then there exist T ∈ N and {ci,ξ} T -periodic with
θξ({ci,ξ}) = θξ and ψ is the homogenized energy density of {ci,ξ}. In particular if θ
satisfies (15) with θξ then ψ ∈ Hα,β,V (θ).
Proof. We construct {ci,ξ} with some period T ∈ N and
θξ({ci,ξ}) = θξ for all ξ ∈ V
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by defining the bonds separately for each direction of interaction ξ ∈ V . Note that if we
construct Tξ-periodic coefficients for each ξ ∈ V there exists a common T ∈ N such that
the coefficients {ci,ξ} are T -periodic.
For ξ ∈ V , let Ξ = {ξ1, · · · , ξd = ξ} ⊂ Zd be an orthogonal basis and z ∈ Zd ∩ P0(Ξ).
Set for T ∈ N, ν = v||v|| for some v ∈ V and Ξ an orthogonal basis
Azν(T,Ξ) :=
{
i ∈ Lz(Ξ) : {i+ tξ : t ∈ [0, 1)} ∩
⋃
j∈LT0 (Ξ)
(j + Πν) 6= ∅
}
.
This is the minimal T -periodic set of points in the lattice Lz(Ξ) interacting in direction ξ
when we use uν as a test function. Note that for i ∈ Lz,d(Ξ) we have
#
(
Azν(T,Ξ) ∩ {i+ tξ : t ∈ R} ∩ P Tz (Ξ)
)
≤ C(ν, ξ)
for all 〈ν, ξ〉 6= 0, ν ∈ Sd−1 rational, ξ ∈ Zd. In fact, if ν is rational and Ξ is the standard
orthonormal basis we have that for {ν, ν1, . . . , νd−1} with νi ∈ Zd (which can be chosen
since ν is rational) one can choose C(ν, ξ) ≤ Πd−1i=1 ||νi||1 and the general case can be reduced
to this one by a change of coordinate which preserves the rationality of ν. Choose T ∈ N
such that T dθξ ∈ N, T d−1(1− tξ) = Nξ ∈ N and
(1− tξ)
∑
v∈V
〈v,ξ〉6=0
C
( v
||v|| , ξ
)
≤ T (1− θξ) (21)
for all ξ ∈ V . Choose Aξ ⊂ Lz,d(Ξ) ∩ P Tz (Ξ) such that #Aξ = Nξ. We define
ci,ξ =
{
αξ i = λξ + i
′, λ ∈ Z, i′ ∈ Aξ, i ∈ Azν(T,Ξ)
βξ i = λξ + i
′, λ ∈ Z, i′ ∈ (Lz,d(Ξ) ∩ P Tz (Ξ)) \Aξ
and any choice of αξ and βξ for other indices i only subjected to the total constraint that
θξ({ci,ξ}) = θξ, which is possible, since due to (21) it holds
#
{
i = λξ + i′, λ ∈ Z, i′ ∈ Aξ, i ∈ Azν(T,Ξ)
}
≤ Nξ
∑
v∈V
〈v,ξ〉6=0
C
( v
||v|| , ξ
)
= T d−1(1− tξ)
∑
v∈V
〈v,ξ〉6=0
C
( v
||v|| , ξ
)
≤ (1− θξ)T d
and
#
{
i = λξ + i′, λ ∈ Z, i′ ∈ (Lz,d(Ξ) ∩ P Tz (Ξ)) \Aξ
}
= (T d−1 −Nξ)T = tξT d ≤ θξT d.
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With this choice of ci,ξ we have
min{ci,ξ : i = λξ + k for some λ ∈ Z} =
{
αξ if k ∈ Aξ
βξ if k ∈ (Lz,d(Ξ) ∩ P Tz (Ξ)) \Aξ.
Hence, Proposition 8 yields that the homogenized energy density ϕ of {ci,ξ} satisfies
ϕ(ν) ≥
∑
ξ∈V
∑
z∈Pz(Ξ)
1
|P0(Ξ)|(tξβξ + (1− tξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉|
≥
∑
ξ∈V
(tξβξ + (1− tξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| = ψ(ν)
as desired. To give an upper bound let v ∈ V and set ν = v||v|| ∈ Sd−1. Testing (11) with
uν we have that
ϕ(ν) ≤ lim
R→∞
1
wd−1Rd−1
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Zd∩BR
ci,ξ((uν)i − (uν)i+ξ)2
≤
∑
ξ∈V
(tξβξ + (1− tξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| = ψ(ν)
and, since ϕ is a convex positively homogeneous function of degree one and ψ is the greatest
convex positively homogeneous function g of degree one such that g( v||v||) ≤ ψ( v||v||) for all
v ∈ V , the desired equality.
The next proposition shows, that for any ϕ satisfying the bounds of Theorem 5 its asso-
ciated surface energy Eϕ as in Remark 2 is the Γ-limit of energies of the type (8) where we
have that the period T ε of the interaction coefficients {cεi,ξ} of the approximating energies
goes to +∞. In the proof of Theorem 11 we use the existence of such an approximating
sequence of energies to deduce the convergence of their homogenized energy densities ϕε
to the limit energy density ϕ.
Proposition 10. Let ϕ : Rd → [0,+∞) be convex, even, positively 1-homogeneous and
such that ∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| (22)
with θξ ∈ [0, 1], ξ ∈ V . Then there exist {cεi,ξ}, 1ε -periodic such that θξ({cεi,ξ}) → θξ for all
ξ ∈ V and Eε Γ-converges with respect to the strong L1(Ω)-topology to the functional Eϕ .
Proof. Step 1: We may suppose that∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| < ϕ(ν) <
∑
ξ∈V
cξ|〈ν, ξ〉| =
∑
ξ∈V
(θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| (23)
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for some θξ ∈ [0, 1], ξ ∈ V satisfying (15) for some θ ∈ [0, 1]. Indeed if we have equality
in (23) we can find ϕk satisfying (23) strictly and ϕk → ϕ monotonically. Hence by
the monotone convergence theorem we have that Eϕk(u) → Eϕ(u) monotonically for all
u ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}), therefore by [[21], Proposition 5.4,5.7] we have that Eϕk Γ-converge to
Eϕ.
Moreover, we can assume that ϕ is crystalline and the vertices of the set {ϕ ≤ 1}
correspond to rational directions and contain the directions V , i.e. there exists N ∈ N, N ≥
#V such that
ϕ(ν) =
N∑
j=1
cj |〈ν, νj〉|, (24)
and for all ξ ∈ V there exists k ∈ {1, · · · ,#V } such that λkνk = ξ. with cj ≥ 0. Note that
this is possible due to an approximation argument that still maintains the bound (23).
Step 2: For every ϕ satisfying (24) and (23) the functionals Eε : BV (Ω; {±1}) →
[0,+∞) given by
Eε(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
f
(x
ε
, νu(x)
)
dHd−1 (25)
where
f(y, ν) =
{
ϕ(νk) if y ∈ Πνk + Zd, k = 1, · · · , N∑
ξ∈V cξ|〈ν, ξ〉| otherwise
Γ-converge to Eϕ.
In fact by [7] we have Eε Γ-converges as ε → 0 to E : BV (Ω; {±1}) → [0,∞) defined
by
E(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
fhom(νu(x))dHd−1
where
fhom(ν) = lim
T→∞
1
T d−1
inf
{ ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩TQν
f(x, νu(x))dHd−1 : u ∈BV (TQν ; {±1}),
u = uν on ∂TQν
}
.
We now prove that fhom(ν) = ϕ(ν).
We first show that fhom(ν) ≤ ϕ(ν). Let u ∈ BV (TQ, {±1}) be such that u = uν on
∂TQν and define Aj = Πνj + Zd. We know that νj = ±νuHd−1-a.e. on ∂∗{u = 1} ∩ Aj
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and ϕ(ν) = ϕ(−ν). We get
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩TQν
f(x, νu(x))dHd−1(x) =
=
N∑
j=1
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Aj∩TQν
f(x, νu(x))dHd−1(x) +
ˆ
(∂∗{u=1}\Aj)∩TQν
f(x, νu(x))dHd−1(x)
≥
N∑
j=1
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Aj∩TQν
ϕ(νu(x))dHd−1(x) +
ˆ
(∂∗{u=1}\Aj)∩TQν
ϕ(νu(x))dHd−1(x)
=
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩TQν
ϕ(νu(x))dHd−1(x) ≥ T d−1ϕ(ν),
where the last inequality follows from BV-ellipticity (see [5]) and a rescaling argument.
Thus by the definition of fNhom we get fhom(ν) ≥ ϕ(ν).
Now we deal with the inequality fhom ≤ ϕ. We have for every j = 1, · · · , Nˆ
Πνj∩TQνj
f(x, νu(x))dHd−1(x) = T d−1ϕ(νj),
Now since ϕ is the greatest convex,even positively 1-homogeneous function g such that
g(νj) ≤ ϕ(νj) for all j = 1, · · · , N we have that fhom(ν) ≤ ϕ(ν) for all ν ∈ Sd−1.
Step 3: Note that for every k ∈ N we can write
ϕ(νk) =
∑
ξ∈V
(tξβξ + (1− tξ)αξ)|〈νk, ξ〉| =
∑
ξ∈V
ckξ |〈νk, ξ〉| (26)
with αξ < c
k
ξ < cξ. We can therefore consider equivalently
f(y, ν) =
{∑
ξ∈V c
k
ξ |〈ν, ξ〉| if y ∈ Πνk + Zd, k = 1, · · · , N∑
ξ∈V cξ|〈ν, ξ〉| otherwise.
Every functional of the form (25) can be approximated by a functional Eδ,ε : BV (Ω, {±1})→
[0,+∞) of the form
Eδ,ε(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
fδ(
x
ε
, νu(x))dHd−1(x) (27)
where for δ > 0 fδ : Rd × Rd → [0,+∞) is defined by
fδ(y, ν) =

∑
ξ∈V c
k
ξ |〈ν, ξ〉| if y ∈ Ak,δ, y /∈ Aj,δ for all j 6= k, k = 1, · · · , N∑
ξ∈V αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| if y ∈ Ak,δ ∩Aj,δ for some j, k ∈ {1, · · · , N}, j 6= k∑
ξ∈V cξ|〈ν, ξ〉| otherwise,
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where Aj,δ = {y ∈ Rd : dist∞(y,Πνj + Zd) ≤ δ}.
In fact fδ increasingly converges to f as δ → 0 on Rd \ N , where
N =
⋃
j 6=k
j,k∈{1,··· ,N}
(
(Πνk + Z
d) ∩ (Πνj + Zd)
)
whereHd−1(N ) = 0. Hence again by the monotone convergence theorem and by [[21],Proposition
5.4] the claim follows.
Step 4: Every functional of the form (27) can be approximated by a functional Eη,δ,ε :
BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞) of the form
Eη,δ,ε(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
fη,δ(
x
ε
, νu(x))dHd−1(x) (28)
where for η, δ > 0 fη,δ : Rd × Rd → [0,+∞) is defined by
fη,δ(y, ν) =

∑
ξ∈V c
k
ξ |〈ν, ξ〉| if y ∈ Ak,δ, y /∈ Aj,δ for all j 6= k, k = 1, · · · , N∑
ξ∈V αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| if y ∈ Ak,δ ∩Aj,δ for some j, k ∈ {1, · · · , N}, j 6= k∑
ξ∈V βξ|〈ν, ξ〉| if y ∈ Ak,δ+η \Ak,δ, y /∈ Aj,δ for all j 6= k, k = 1, · · · , N∑
ξ∈V cξ|〈ν, ξ〉| otherwise,
In fact fη,δ decreasingly converges to fδ as η → 0. Hence, by the monotone convergence
theorem and by [[21],Proposition 5.4] the claim follows.
Step 5: Every functional of the form (28) can be approximated by a functional En,η,δ,ε,N :
BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞] of the form
En,η,δ,ε(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Ω 1
n
1
nd−1
cn,η,δ,εi,ξ (u i
n
− u i+ξ
n
)2, (29)
where cn,η,δ,εi,ξ is n-periodic and
|θ({cn,η,δ,εi,ξ })− θξ| ≤ C(ε,N)η for all ξ ∈ V (30)
and such that En,η,δ,ε Γ-converges to Eη,δ,ε as n→∞.
By Proposition 9 there exist {cki,ξ} k = 1, · · · , N , cαi,ξ, cβi,ξ, c0i,ξ i ∈ Zd, ξ ∈ V T -periodic
for some T ∈ N such that
θ({cmi,ξ}) = θξ for all m ∈ {α, 0, 1, · · · , N}, θ({cβi,ξ}) = 1
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and Emn : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞], m ∈ {α, β, 0, 1, · · · , N} defined by
Emn (u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Ω 1
n
1
nd−1
cmi,ξ(u i
n
− u i+ξ
n
)2
Γ-converges to Em : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞), m ∈ {α, β, 0, 1, · · · , N} defined by
E∗(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
∑
ξ∈V
c∗ξ |〈ν, ξ〉|dHd−1 (31)
where cαξ = αξ, c
β
ξ = βξ and c
0
ξ = cξ. We define c
n,η,δ,ε
i,ξ in [−n2 , n2 )d by
cn,η,δ,εi,ξ =

cki,ξ if i ∈ (Ak,δ) 1
n
, i /∈ (Aj,δ) 1
n
for all j 6= k, k = 1, · · · , N
cαi,ξ if i ∈ (Ak,δ ∩Aj,δ) 1
n
for some j, k ∈ {1, · · · , N}, j 6= k
cβi,ξ if i ∈ (Ak,δ+η \Ak,δ) 1
n
, i /∈ (Aj,δ) 1
n
for all j 6= k, k = 1, · · · , N
c0i,ξ otherwise,
(32)
and extend it n-periodically. Now (30) holds, since
θξ ≤ θ({cn,η,δ,εi,ξ }) ≤
1
n2
(
#
{
i ∈ Zd ∩
(
[−n
2
,
n
2
)d \ (Ak,δ+η \Ak,δ) 1
n
)
: cn,η,δ,εi,ξ = βξ
}
+ #
{
i ∈ Zd ∩ (Ak,δ+η \Ak,δ) 1
n
: cn,η,δ,εi,ξ = βξ
})
≤ θξ + C(d)N
εd
η.
It remains to show that En,η,δ,ε Γ-converges to Eη,δ,ε as n→∞.
Set
E(u) = Γ- lim
n→∞En,η,δ,ε(u)
which exists up to subsequences. By [[3],Theorem 4.2] we know that for all (u,A) ∈
BV (Ω, {±1})×A(Ω) we have that
E(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕ′(x, νu(x))dHd−1(x)
for some ϕ′ : Ω × Rd → [0,+∞) where E(·, ·) is a localized version of E(·). Fix such u ∈
BV (Ω, {±1}). We are done if we prove ϕ′(x, ν) = fη,δ(xε , ν) for Hd−1-a.e. x ∈ ∂∗{u = 1}.
We know that for Hd−1-a.e. x ∈ ∂∗{u = 1} by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem there holds
ϕ′(x, ν) = lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
E(u,Qνρ(x)).
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Now for ρ > 0 fixed let un,ρ → u in L1(Qνρ(x)) as n→∞ be such that
lim
n→∞En,η,δ,ε(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x)) = Γ- limn→∞En,η,δ,ε(u,Q
ν
ρ(x)).
We obtain that
ϕ′(x, ν) = lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
E(u,Qνρ(x)) = lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
lim
n→∞En,η,δ,ε(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x))
= lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
lim
n→∞
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈(Qνρ(x)) 1
n
1
nd−1
cn,η,δ,εi,ξ ((un,ρ) i
n
− (un,ρ) i+ξ
n
)2.
(33)
There are five cases to investigate
i) x ∈ (Ak,δ)◦, x /∈ Aj,δ for all j 6= k,for some k = 1, · · · , N
ii) x ∈ Ak,δ ∩Aj,δ for some j, k ∈ {1, · · · , N} such that j 6= k
iii) x ∈ (Ak,δ+η \Ak,δ)◦, x /∈ Aj,δ for all j 6= k,for some k = 1, · · · , N
iv) x ∈ ∂Ak,δ or x ∈ ∂Ak,δ+η for some k = 1, · · · , N
v) otherwise
We only show (i) and (iv). The cases (i)-(iii),(v) are treated analogously.
We first show (i), i.e. let x ∈ (Ak,δ)◦ for some k = 1, · · · , N and x /∈ Aj,δ for all
j 6= k, j = 1, · · · , N . By the definition (32) we have that for ρ small enough
En,η,δ,ε(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x)) = E
k
n(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x))
and hence by (33) and (31) we have that
ϕ′(x, ν) = lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
lim
n→∞En,η,δ,ε(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x)) = lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
lim
n→∞E
k
n(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x))
= lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
E(u,Qνρ(x)) = fη,δ(
x
ε
, ν).
Now we treat the case (iv), i.e. either x ∈ ∂Ak,δ for some k = 1, · · · , N or x ∈ ∂Ak,δ+η
for some k = 1, · · · , N . In the first case we have that for ρ small enough Qνρ(x) ⊂ (Ak,δ+η)◦\⋃
j 6=k Ak,δ+η and hence
ϕ′(x, ν) = lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
lim inf
n→∞ En,η,δ,ε(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x)) ≥ lim
ρ→0
1
ρd−1
lim inf
n→∞ E
k
n(un,ρ, Q
ν
ρ(x))
=
∑
ξ∈V
ckξ |〈ν, ξ〉| = fη,δ(
x
ε
, ν).
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We now show that
ϕ′(x, νk) ≤ fη,δ
(x
ε
, νk
)
for Hd−1 a.e. x ∈ ∂Ak,δ, (34)
which is sufficient to prove that the Γ-limit agrees with Eη,δ,ε, since νu = ν
k Hd−1-a.e. on
∂Ak,δ. Let
d˜ := min
1≤j≤N
j 6=k
dist∞(x,Aj,δ).
Fix r < 12 min{d˜, δ} small enough, assume that νk is the unit outer normal of the set Ak,δ
and let u ∈ BVloc(Rd; {±1}) be defined by
u(z) = χ
Qν
k
r
2
(x)
(
z + νk
r
2
)
− 2 (35)
Let xn → x be such that {xn}n ⊂ (Ak,δ)◦ and
min
1≤j≤N
j 6=k
dist∞(xn, ∂Aj,δ) ≥ 3
4
d˜.
Define un ∈ BVloc(Rd; {±1}) by
un(x) = χQνkr
2
(xn)
(
z + νk
r
2
)
− 2. (36)
E(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩∂Ak,δ
ϕ′(y, νu)dHd−1(y) +
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}\∂Ak,δ
ϕ′(y, νu)dHd−1(y) (37)
and for all n ∈ N we have
E(un) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩{νun=νk}
ϕ′(y, νu)dHd−1(y) +
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}\{νun=νk}
ϕ′(y, νu)dHd−1(y) (38)
Note that in (37) and (38) νu = ν
k in both the first terms and that the second terms of
(37) and (38) agree, because of (i). We have un → u in L1loc(Rd; {±1}) and therefore by
the lower semicontinuity of E we have
lim inf
n→∞ E(un) ≥ E(u)
and therefore
rd−1fη,δ
(x
ε
, νk
)
= rd−1 lim inf
n→∞ fη,δ
(xn
ε
, νk
)
≥
ˆ
Qν
k
r
2
(x)∩∂Ak,δ
ϕ′(y, νk)dHd−1(y)
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Dividing by rd−1 and letting r → 0, using the fact that x is a Lebesgue point with
respect to Hd−1b∂Ak,δ , the claim follows. The other case of (iv) can be done analogously
and this therefore yields Step 5.
Step 6: By the metrizability properties of Γ-convergence (see [[21],Theorem 10.22]),
Steps 1-5 together with a diagonal argument, noting that ηk, N, εk can be chosen such that
for all k ∈ N we have that ηk Nεdk ≤
√
ηk, yields that there exists a sequence of coefficients
cnki,ξ = c
nk,ηk,δk,εk
i,ξ nk-periodic such that
θξ({cnki,ξ})→ θξ as k →∞ for all ξ ∈ V
and Ek : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞] defined by
Ek(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Ω 1
n
1
nd−1k
cnki,ξ(u i
n
− u i+ξ
n
)2, for all u ∈ PC 1
nk
(Ω, {±1})
Γ-converges as k →∞ to the functional Eϕ : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,∞) defined by
Eϕ(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕ(νu(x))dHd−1,
which yields the claim.
Now that we proved Theorem (10) our goal is to show that this implies that the ho-
mogenized energy densities ϕε of the cεi,ξ converge to ϕ. This yields the next theorem and
therefore implies that the bounds are optimal.
Theorem 11. Let ϕ : Rd → [0,+∞) be convex, even, positively 1-homogeneous and such
that ∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| (39)
with θξ ∈ [0, 1], ξ ∈ V . If θ ∈ [0, 1] satisfies (15) then ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (θ).
To prove Theorem 11 we introduce the localization on regular open sets of Eε : BV (Ω)×
Areg(Ω)→ [0,+∞] of the form
Eε(u,A) =

1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Aε
εd−1cεi,ξ(uεi − uε(i+ξ))2 if u ∈ PCε(Ω, {±1})
+∞ otherwise,
(40)
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and the localization on regular open sets of an auxiliary functional Fε : BV (Ω)×Areg(Ω)→
[0,+∞] defined by
Fε(u,A) =

1
2
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Aε
εd−1cεi,ξ|uεi − uε(i+ξ)| if u ∈ PCε(Ω)
+∞ otherwise.
(41)
Note that Fε is the positively 1-homogeneous extension of Eε to PCε(Ω), that is to say
that for u ∈ PCε(Ω, {±1}) we have λEε(u,A) = λFε(u,A) = Fε(λu,A).
Remark 12. By [3] up to subsequences it holds that
Γ- lim
ε→0
Eε(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕ(x, ν)dHd−1 =: E(u,A)
for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω, {±1})×A(Ω) and for some ϕ : Ω×Rd → [0,+∞) one homogeneous.
Analogously as in [3], using [[18],Remark 2.2, Lemma 4.2] it can be shown that up to the
same subsequence
Γ- lim
ε→0
Fε(u,A) =
1
2
ˆ
A
ϕ (x,Du) =: F (u,A)
for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω) × A(Ω), where the energy densities of E and F agree. We have
used the shorthand of ˆ
A
ϕ(x,Du) =
ˆ
A
ϕ
(
x,
dDu
d|Du|
)
d|Du|.
Note that the functionals Fε satisfy suitable growth conditions, i.e.
1
C
|Du|(A) ≤ Fε(u,A) ≤ C|Du|(A)
for all (u,A) ∈ PCε(A)×Areg(Ω).
The next Proposition establishes a cell formula for the Γ-limit of the auxiliary func-
tional to recover the energy density, provided it is homogeneous in the spatial variable.
Proposition 14 and Proposition 15 show the convergence of the cell formulas of the approx-
imating (in the sense of Γ-convergence) energies to the cell formula of the limiting energy.
Those three Propositions will then be used in the proof of Theorem 11.
Proposition 13. Let E : BV (Ω)×A(Ω)→ [0,+∞] be defined by
F (u,A) =
ˆ
A
ϕ(Du) (42)
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for some ϕ : Rd → [0,∞), convex, positively 1-homogeneous and such that
1
C
|ν| ≤ ϕ(ν) ≤ C|ν|
for some C > 1. Assume that F (·, A) is L1(A) lower semicontinuous for all A ∈ A(Ω),
then
ϕ(ν) = inf
{ˆ
[0,1)d
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
. (43)
Proof. We prove
inf
{ˆ
[0,1)d
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
(44)
= inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic, |Du|(∂Q) = 0
}
(45)
= inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈W 1,1loc (Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
= ϕ(ν). (46)
which yields the claim. Note that
inf
{ˆ
[0,1)d
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
≤ inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic, |Du|(∂Q) = 0
}
≤ inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈W 1,1loc (Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
≤ ϕ(ν),
since we only decrease the set of admissible test functions in the minimum problems and
in the last infimum u(x) = νx is admissible. We prove
inf
{ˆ
[0,1)d
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
≥ inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic, |Du|(∂Q) = 0
}
.
(47)
To this end let u ∈ BVloc(Rd) be such that u − νx is 1-periodic. Let τ ∈ Rd be such that
uτ ∈ BVloc(Rd) defined by
uτ (x) = u(x+ τ)
satisfies |Duτ |(∂Q) = 0 andˆ
Q
ϕ(Duτ ) =
ˆ
[0,1)d
ϕ(Duτ ) =
ˆ
[0,1)d
ϕ(Du).
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Then this yields (47). Next we prove that
inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic, |Du|(∂Q) = 0
}
≥ inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈W 1,1loc (Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
.
(48)
Let u ∈ BVloc(Rd) be such that u− νx is 1-periodic, |Du|(∂Q) = 0. Set uε = u ∗ ρε, where
{ρε}ε is a family of positive symmetric mollifiers. We have that uε → u in L1loc(Rd) and
|Duε|(Q)→ |Du|(Q) as ε→ 0. By the Reshetnyak Continuity Theorem [[6],Theorem 2.39]
we have that
lim
ε→0
ˆ
Q
ϕ(Duε) =
ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du)
and (48) follows. Now we prove
inf
{ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du) : u ∈W 1,1loc (Rd) : u− νx 1-periodic
}
≥ ϕ(ν). (49)
Let u ∈W 1,1loc (Rd) be such that u−νx is 1-periodic. Let for n ∈ N un ∈W 1,1(Q) be defined
by
un(x) =
1
n
u(nx).
We then have that un → νx in L1(Q) and
ˆ
Q
ϕ(Dun)dx =
ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du)dx. (50)
By the lower semicontinuity of E(·, Q) we obtain
ϕ(ν) = F (νx,Q) ≤ lim inf
n→∞ F (un, Q) =
ˆ
Q
ϕ(Du)dx (51)
and the claim follows.
Set
mε(ν) := inf
{1
2
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|uεi − uε(i+ξ)| : u ∈ PCε(Rd), u− νx 1-periodic
}
m(ν) := inf
{
F (u, [0, 1)d) : u ∈ BVloc(Rd) , u− νx 1-periodic
}
.
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Proposition 14. Let Fε : BV (Ω) × A(Ω) → [0,∞] be defined as in (41) and let Fε Γ-
converge with respect to the strong L1(Ω) topology to the functional F : BV (Ω)×A(Ω)→
[0,∞] given by Remark 12 and of the form as in Proposition 13. It then holds
lim sup
ε→0
mε(ν) ≤ m(ν). (52)
Proof. Fix η > 0 and let M := 2 supξ∈V ||ξ||∞, Let uηε → νx be such that
lim sup
ε→0
Fε(u
η
ε , (1 + η)Q) ≤ F (νx, (1 + ηQ) ≤ (1 + η)dϕ(ν). (53)
We now modify uηε such that it can be used as a test function for mε(ν). Set
δε =
ˆ
Q
|uηε − νx|dx
and let ε > 0 be small enough and kε ∈ N be such that
δε
ε
<< kε <<
η
ε
and set Qiη,ε = Q1−η−iεM . Then we get
δε ≥
ˆ
Q\Q(1−2η)
|uηε − νx|dx ≥
kε−1∑
i=0
ˆ
Qiη,ε\Qi+1η,ε
|uηε − νx|dx,
hence there exists iε ∈ {0, · · · , kε} such that∑
i∈(Qiεη,ε\Qiε+1η,ε )ε
εd|(uηε)εi − (νx)εi| ≤ C
ˆ
Qiεη,ε\Qiε+1η,ε
|uηε − νx|dx <<
δε
kε
<< ε, (54)
Now define vηε ∈ PCε((1 + η)Q) by
vηε (i) =
{
uηε(i) i ∈ Qiεη,ε ∩ εZd
νi otherwise on εZd.
Note that, since vηε = νi on (1 + η)Q \ (1− η)Q it can be extended to the whole of Rd so
that vηε − νx is 1-periodic. Thus we have
mε(ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|(vηε )εi − (vηε )ε(i+ξ)| ≤ Fε(vηε , (1 + η)Q)
≤ Fε(uηε , (1 + η)Q) + Fε(νx, (1 + η)Q \ (1− 2η)Q)
+
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈(Qiεη,ε\Qiε+1η,ε )ε
εd−1cεi,ξ
(|(u)εi − (νx)ε(i+ξ)|+ |(u)ε(i+ξ) − (νx)εi|) .
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Noting that
|uε(i+ξ) − (v)εi| ≤ |(u)ε(i+ξ) − (v)ε(i+ξ)|+ |(v)ε(i+ξ) − (v)εi|,
using (54) and the growth conditions in Remark 12 we obtain
mε(ν) ≤ Fε(uηε , (1 + η)Q) + Cηd + o(1).
Therefore by (53) we obtain
lim sup
ε→0
mε(ν) ≤ (1 + η)dϕ(ν) + Cηd.
The claim follows by letting η → 0.
Proposition 15. Let Fε : BV (Ω) × A(Ω) → [0,∞] be defined as in (41) with cεi,ξ 1ε -
periodic and let Fε Γ-converge with respect to the strong L
1(Ω)-topology to the functional
F : BV (Ω)×A(Ω)→ [0,∞] given by Remark 12 and of the form as in Proposition 13. It
then holds
lim inf
ε→0
mε(ν) ≥ m(ν). (55)
Proof. Let uε ∈ PCε(Rd) be such that uε − νx is 1-periodic,
ffl
Q uε = 0 and∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|(uε)εi − (uε)ε(i+ξ)| ≤ mε(ν) + ε. (56)
Since uε − νx is 1-periodic, cεi,ξ are 1ε -periodic and by the growth condition of Fε we have
that
sup
ε>0
|Duε|(BR) ≤ CR < +∞
Hence by Poincare´ Inequality we have that
sup
ε>0
||uε||BV (BR) <∞,
and therefore up to subsequences we have that uε → u in L1loc(Rd), u ∈ BVloc(Rd) and
u− νx is 1-periodic. In order to use u as a test function for m, which can be compared to
mε it is necessary to translate it so that it does not concentrate energy on the boundary.
Choose x0 ∈ Rd, such that |Du|(∂Q(x0)) = 0 and by the 1-periodicity of uε − νx, u− νx,
1
ε -periodicity of c
ε
i,ξ respectively we have that
1
2
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|(uε)εi − (uε)ε(i+ξ)| =
1
2
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈(x0+[− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|(uε)εi − (uε)ε(i+ξ)|
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and ˆ
[− 12 , 12)
d
ϕ(Du) =
ˆ
x0+[− 12 , 12)
d
ϕ(Du) =
ˆ
Q(x0)
ϕ(Du).
Using (56) and using that Fε Γ-converges to F we have that
lim inf
ε→0
mε(ν) ≥ lim inf
ε→0
1
2
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|(uε)εi − (uε)ε(i+ξ)|
= lim inf
ε→0
1
2
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈(x0+[− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|(uε)εi − (uε)ε(i+ξ)|
≥ lim inf
ε→0
Fε(u
ε, Q(x0)) ≥ F (u,Q(x0)) =
ˆ
[− 1
2
, 1
2
)d
ϕ(Du) ≥ m(ν)
and the claim follows.
Proof of Theorem 11: Let θ ∈ [0, 1], ϕ be given as in Theorem 11. By Theorem 10, we
know that there exist a sequence ε → 0 and {cεij}ε 1ε -periodic, θ({cεi,ξ}) → θ such that if
we define Eη,ε : Pηε(Ω, {±1})×A(Ω)→ [0,+∞] by
Eη,ε(u,A) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Aηε
(ηε)d−1cεi,ξ(uηεi − uηε(i+ξ))2
we have that E1,ε
Γ→ E, where E : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞] is defined by
E(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕ(ν)dHd−1.
Introducing the auxiliary functionals Fη,ε : Pηε(Ω)×A(Ω)→ [0,+∞) as in (41) by [[3],Thm
4.7], up to subsequences it holds that
Γ- lim
η→0
Eη,ε(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕε(ν)dHd−1 =: Eε(u,A) (57)
and by Remark 12
Γ- lim
ε→0
F1,ε(u,A) =
1
2
ˆ
A
ϕ(Du) =: F (u,A), (58)
Γ- lim
η→0
Fη,ε(u,A) =
1
2
ˆ
A
ϕε(Du) =: Fε(u,A). (59)
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The normalization factor of 12 appears in order that the functionals E and F agree on
functions in BV (Ω, {±1}) (as mentioned in Remark 12). By (57), noting that the period
of the coefficients is fixed with fixed ε, we have that ϕε ∈ Hα,β,V (θ). We have that
inf
{∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈ [− 1
2εη
, 1
2εη
)d∩Zd
(εη)d−1cεi,ξ|uεηi − uεη(i+ξ)| : u ∈ PCεη(Rd), u− νx1-periodic
}
= inf
{∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|uεi − uε(i+ξ)| : u ∈ PCε(Rd), u− νx1-periodic
}
(60)
In fact for every u ∈ PCεη(Rd) with u−νx is 1-periodic we can define u˜ ∈ PCε(Rd) , u˜−νx
1-periodic by setting
u˜(z) = ηd−1
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)η
u(η(z + i))
such that by convexity, positive 1-homogeneity and the periodicity of the cεi,ξ∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)εη
(εη)d−1cεi,ξ|uεηi − uεη(i+ξ)| ≥
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|u˜εi − u˜ε(i+ξ)|
holds. On the other hand for every u ∈ PCε(Rd) ,u − νx 1-periodic one defines u˜ ∈
PCεη(Rd), u˜− νx 1-periodic by
u˜(z) = η u(
z
η
)
for which by convexity, positive 1-homogeneity and the periodicity of the cεi,ξ∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)εη
(εη)d−1cεi,ξ|u˜εηi − u˜εη(i+ξ)| ≤
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈([− 12 , 12 )d)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|uεi − uε(i+ξ)|
holds. By (14), (15),(60) and (58) we have that for all ν ∈ Sd−1 it holds
lim
ε→0
1
2
ϕε(ν) = lim
ε→0
mε(ν) = m(ν) =
1
2
ϕ(ν)
and therefore ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (θ).
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4 Localization Principle
The goal of this section is the computation of the G-closure of mixtures, i.e. all possible
limits of mixtures where the interaction coefficients {ci,ξ} need not be periodic anymore.
We show a localization principle, which says that this computation can be reduced to the
optimal bounds of periodic mixtures. We state this in the two main theorems below.
Remark 16. We deal with surface energies E : BV (Ω; {±1})×A(Ω)→ [0,∞) of the form
E(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
g(x, νu(x))dHd−1, (61)
where g : Ω× Rd → [0,∞) satisfies
1
C
|ν| ≤ g(x, ν) ≤ C|ν| (62)
for all (x, ν) ∈ Ω× Rd and E(·, A) is L1(A)-lower semicontinuous.
Let ϕ : Ω× Rd → [0,+∞) defined by
ϕ(x, ν) = lim sup
ρ→0
m(x, ν, ρ)
wd−1rd−1
, (63)
where m(x, ν, ρ) : Ω× Rd × (0,dist(x, ∂Ω))→ [0,∞) is the one homogeneous extension in
the second variable of
m(x, ν, ρ) = inf{E(v,Bρ(x)) : v ∈ BV (Ω; {±1})
v = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ(x)}.
(64)
By [17] we have that
E(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕ(x, νu(x))dHd−1 (65)
for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω; {±1}) × A(Ω), so that ϕ is equivalent for g in our considerations.
We will therefore establish the localization principle for ϕ.
For cεi,ξ ∈ {αξ, βξ}Ωε we define (with abuse of notation) the local volume fraction of
β-bonds by
θξ({cεi,ξ}) =
∑
i∈Ωε
cεi,ξ=βξ
εdδεi, θ({cεi,ξ}) =
1
#V
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Ωε
cεi,ξ=βξ
εdδεi. (66)
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Theorem 17. Let {cεi,ξ}ε ∈ {αξ, βξ}Ωε and let
Eε(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Ωε
εd−1cεi,ξ(uεi − uε(i+ξ))2. (67)
Assume that θ({cεi,ξ})
∗
⇀ θ and Eε Γ-converges to E : BV (Ω; {±1})→ [0,∞) given by
E(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕ(x, νu(x))dHd−1
with ϕ satisfying (63). Then ϕ(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (θ(x)) for a.e. x ∈ Ω.
Theorem 18. Let θ : Ω → [0, 1] be measurable and ϕ : Ω × Rd → [0,+∞) be positively
1-homogeneous in the second variable such that the trivial bounds (16) are satisfied and
ϕ(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (θ(x)) for a.e. x ∈ Ω. Then there exist {cεi,ξ}ε ∈ {αξ, βξ}Ωε such that Eε
Γ-converges to E where
Eε(u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Ωε
εd−1cεi,ξ(uεi − uε(i+ξ))2, E(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕ(x, νu(x))dHd−1
and θ({cεi,ξ}) ∗⇀ θ as ε→ 0.
Theorem 17 establishes the fact that at a.e. x ∈ Ω we can reduce to the periodic setting
and Theorem 18 establishes the optimality of this condition, i.e. every surface energy whose
energy density satisfies for a.e. x ∈ Ω that ϕ(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (θ(x)) for some measurable
function 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 can be recovered as the Γ-limit of some discrete energies of the form
(2), whose local volume fractions θ({cεi,ξ}) of β-bonds converge (weakly*) to the limiting
volume fraction θ. Note that the assumptions of Theorem 17 are always satisfied, up to a
subsequence.
Proof of Theorem 17: By Remark 12 and [[17],Remark 3.8] we have that ϕ(x, ·) is convex
for a.e. x ∈ Ω. ϕ(x, ·) is even and positively 1-homogeneous. Thus we are done if we show∑
ξ∈V
αξ|〈ν, ξ〉| ≤ ϕ(x, ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(θξ(x)βξ + (1− θξ(x))αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| (68)
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and θ the weak*-limit of θ({cεi,ξ}) satisfying (15). First of all note that the
lower bound in (68) is trivial, noting that cεi,ξ ≥ αξ. We have that θ({cεi,ξ})
∗
⇀ θξ, θξ ∈ [0, 1]
and 1#V
∑
ξ∈V θξ = θ.
We prove the estimate for all points in E where
E := {x ∈ Ω : ϕ(x, ·) is convex and x is a Lebesgue point for θξ, ξ ∈ V }.
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Since ϕ(x, ·) is convex it suffices to prove for all ν = v||v|| , v ∈ V
ϕ (x, ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(θξ(x)βξ + (1− θξ(x))αξ)|〈ν, ξ〉| =: ψ (x, ν) , (69)
since
ψ(x, ν) = sup{g : g even, convex, pos. 1-homogenous g(v) ≤ ψ (x, v) for all v ∈ V }.
We know that for all x ∈ E and for all δ > 0, ξ, v ∈ V we have
lim
ρ→0
 
Bvρ,δ(x)
|θξ(y)− θξ(x)|dy = 0,
with Bvρ,δ(x) = Bρ(x) ∩ {y ∈ Rd : |〈y − x, v||v||〉| ≤ ρδ}.
We now prove (69) for v ∈ V . To this end we construct a suitable competitor in the
minimum problem for mε(x,
v
||v|| , ρ). Note that by [[3],Theorem 4.9] for suitable ρ→ 0 we
have mε(x,
v
||v|| , ρ) → m(x, v||v|| , ρ) as ε → 0. Let uk,ρε ∈ BV (Bρ, {±1}), k ∈ (Bvρ,δ(x))ε be
defined by
uk,ρε (z) =
{
uεk, v||v|| (z) dist(z, ∂Bρ(x)) > ρδ ∩ εZd
ux, v||v|| (z) otherwise for z ∈ εZd.
Estimating the energy yields
Eε(u
k,ρ
ε , Bρ(x)) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈Πξ v
||v||
(k)∩(Bρ(x))ε
εd−1cεi,ξ +O(δρ
d−1),
where O(δρd−1) is the contribution due to the boundary. Hence there exists k0 = k
ρ,δ
0 ∈
(Bvρ,δ(x))ε such that
Eε(u
k0,ρ
ε , Bρ(x)) ≤
1
#Bvρ,δ(x))ε
∑
k∈Bvρ,δ(x))ε
Eε(u
k,ρ
ε , Bρ(x)).
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Hence
mε(x,
v
||v|| , ρ) ≤ Eε(u
k0,ρ
ε , Bρ(x))
≤ 1
#(Bvρ,δ(x))ε
∑
ξ∈V
∑
k∈(Bvρ,δ(x))ε
∑
i∈Πξ v
||v||
(k)∩(Bρ)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ +O(δρ
d−1)
≤ ε
d
|Bvρ,δ(x)|
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈(Bρ)ε
εd−1cεi,ξ#{k ∈ (Bvρ,δ(x))ε : i ∈ Πξ v||v|| (k)}+O(δρ
d−1)
≤ ε
d
|Bvρ,δ(x)|
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i∈(Bvρ,δ(x))ε
εd−1cεi,ξ|〈
v
||v|| , ξ〉|wd−1
ρd−1
εd−1
+O(δρd−1)
=
wd−1ρd−1
|Bvρ,δ(x)|
∑
ξ∈V
(θεξ(B
v
ρ,δ(x))βξ + (|Bvρ,δ(x)| − θεξ(Bvρ,δ(x))αξ)|〈
v
||v|| , ξ〉|+O(δρ
d−1)
Dividing by wd−1ρd−1, x ∈ E, taking the limit as ε → 0, lim sup as ρ → 0 and using the
weak convergence of measures, together with the fact that θξ(∂B
v
ρ,δ(x)) = 0 we obtain that
ϕ(x,
v
||v||) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
lim sup
ρ→0
( 
Bvρ,δ(x)
θξ(y)dyβξ + (1−
 
Bvρ,δ(x)
θξ(y)dy)αξ
)
|〈 v||v|| , ξ〉|+O(δ)
=
∑
ξ∈V
(θξ(x)βξ + (1− θξ(x))αξ)|〈 v||v|| , ξ〉|+O(δ)
The claim follows by letting δ → 0.
We need first to establish some properties of m defined in (64).
Proposition 19. The following holds:
i) For all x ∈ Ω, ν ∈ Sd−1 we have that ρ 7→ m(x, ν, ρ) is continuous on (0, dist(x, ∂Ω))\
E(x, ν) where E(x, ν) ⊂ (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) is countable.
ii) For all x ∈ Ω, ν1, ν2 ∈ Sd−1, ρ ∈ (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) there exists a modulus of continuity
w : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) such that
|m(x, ν1, ρ)−m(x, ν2, ρ)| ≤ ρd−1w(|ν1 − ν2|).
iii) Let x0 ∈ Ω, ρ0 ∈ (0,dist(x0, ∂Ω)), ν ∈ Sd−1 and assume that ρ 7→ m(x0, ν, ρ) is
continuous at ρ0, then x 7→ m(x, ν, ρ0) is continuous at x0.
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Proof. (i) Fix x ∈ Ω, ν ∈ Sd−1, set r := dist(x, ∂Ω) and define m : (0, d)→ [0,+∞) by
m(ρ) = m(x, ν, ρ) +
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ(x))
g(y, ν(y))dHd−1.
Claim: For 0 < ρ1 < ρ2 < r it holds that
m(ρ2) ≤ m(ρ1).
Proof of the claim: Let ε > 0, 0 < ρ1 < ρ2 < r and let u ∈ BV (Ω; {±1}) be such that
u = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ1(x) and there holds
E(u,Bρ1(x)) ≤ m(x, ν, ρ) + ε.
Define u˜ ∈ BV (Ω; {±1}) by
u˜(z) =
{
u(z) if z ∈ Bρ1(x)
ux,ν(z) otherwise.
Note that u˜ = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ2(x) hence we obtain
m(ρ2) ≤ E(u˜, Bρ2(x)) +
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ2 (x))
g(y, ν(y))dHd−1
≤ E(u,Bρ1(x)) + E(u˜, Bρ2(x) \Bρ1(x)) +
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ2 (x))
ϕ(y, ν(y))dHd−1
≤ E(u,Bρ1(x)) +
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ1 (x))
g(y, ν(y))dHd−1
≤ m(x, ν, ρ1) +
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ1 (x))
g(y, ν(y))dHd−1 + ε,
where we used in the last inequality the fact that Hd−1(∂∗{u˜ = 1} ∩ ∂Bρ1) = 0. The
claim follows letting ε → 0. Hence ρ 7→ m(ρ) has countably many discontinuity points
E = E(x, ν). Moreover since Hd−1(∂∗{ux,ν = 1} ∩ ∂Bρ) = 0 for all 0 < ρ < r we have that
ρ 7→
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ(x))
g(y, ν)dHd−1
is a continuous function. Hence we obtain
ρ 7→ m(x, ν, ρ) = m(ρ)−
ˆ
Πν(x)∩(Br(x)\Bρ(x))
g(y, ν)dHd−1
is continuous for all but countably many ρ ∈ (0, r).
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(ii) By [[17],Lemma 3.1] it holds that
|m(x, ν1, ρ)−m(x, ν2, ρ)| ≤ C
ˆ
∂Bρ(x)
|tr(ux,ν1 − ux,ν2)|dHd−1, (70)
where ˆ
∂Bρ(x)
|tr(ux,ν1 − ux,ν2)|dHd−1 ≤ Cρd−1 arccos(〈ν1, ν2〉) ≤ ρd−1w(|ν1 − ν2|)
holds with w a modulus of continuity and the claim follows.
(iii) Claim: For all 0 < ρ1 < ρ2 < r , x1, x2 ∈ Ω such that |x1−x2| < min{ρ1, |ρ1−ρ2|},
there holds
m(x2, ν, ρ2) ≤ m(x1, ν, ρ1) + Cρd−21 |x1 − x2|+ C
(
ρd−12 −
(√
ρ21 − |x1 − x2|2
)d−1)
(71)
Proof of the claim: Let ε > 0, u ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) be such that u = ux1,ν in a neighborhood
of ∂Bρ1(x1) and
E(u,Bρ1(x1)) ≤ m(x1, ν, ρ1) + ε
Let u˜ ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) be defined by
u˜(z) =
{
u(z) , if z ∈ Bρ1(x1),
ux2,ν(z) , otherwise.
We then have u˜ = ux2,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ2(x2) and
m(x2, ν, ρ2) ≤ E(u˜, Bρ2(x2)) ≤ E(u˜, Bρ1(x1)) + E(u˜, Bρ2(x2) \Bρ1(x1))
≤ E(u,Bρ1(x1)) + CHd−1(∂∗{u˜ = 1} ∩ ∂Bρ1(x1))
+ CHd−1(∂∗{ux2,ν = 1} ∩
(
Bρ2(x2) \Bρ1(x1)
)
)
≤ E(u,Bρ1(x1)) + Cρd−21 |x1 − x2|+ C
(
ρd−12 −
(√
ρ21 − |x1 − x2|2
)d−1)
≤ m(x1, ν, ρ1) + Cρd−21 |x1 − x2|+ C
(
ρd−12 −
(√
ρ21 − |x1 − x2|2
)d−1)
+ ε.
The claim follows by letting ε→ 0.
Claim: Let x0 ∈ Ω, ρ0 ∈ (0, dist(x0, ∂Ω)), ν ∈ Sd−1 and assume that ρ 7→ m(x0, ρ, ν) is
continuous at ρ0, then x 7→ m(x, ρ0, ν) is continuous at x0.
Proof of the claim: Fix ε > 0. First we prove that
m(x, ν, r0) ≥ m(x0, ν, r0)− ε for all |x− x0| < δ = δ(ε, r0)
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To this end let rε > r0, 0 < δ < min{r0, |rε − r0|} be such that
|m(x0, ν, r)−m(x0, ν, r0)| < ε
2
, rd−1ε −
(√
r20 − δ2
)d−1 ≤ ε
4C
, δrd−2ε ≤
ε
4Cr0
. (72)
We then have by (71),(72)
m(x0, ν, r0) ≤ m(x0, ν, rε) + ε
2
≤ m(x, ν, r0) + Crd−20 δ + C
(
rd−1ε −
(√
r20 − δ2
)d−1)
≤ m(x, ν, r0) + ε
for all |x− x0| < δ. On the other hand by (71),(72) we have
m(x, ν, r0) ≤ m(x0, ν, rε) + Crd−20 δ + C
(
rd−1ε −
(√
r20 − δ2
)d−1)
≤ m(x0, ν, r0) + Crd−20 δ + C
(
rd−1ε −
(√
r20 − δ2
)d−1)
+
ε
2
≤ m(x0, ν, r0) + ε for all |x− x0| < δ
which yields the claim.
Remark 20. Note that if there existm1,m2 : Ω×Sd−1×(0,dist(x, ∂Ω))→ [0,∞) satisfying
(i)-(iii) of Proposition 19 and there exists D1 × D2 ⊂ Ω × Sd−1 countable and dense such
that for all x ∈ D1 there exists D3(x) ⊂ (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) countable and dense and there
holds
m1(x, ν, ρ) = m2(x, ν, ρ) (73)
for all (x, ν, ρ) ∈ D1 ×D2 ×D3(x), then for all (x, ν) ∈ Ω× Sd−1 we have that
m1(x, ν, ρ) = m2(x, ν, ρ)
for all ρ ∈ (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) \ E(x), where E(x) is countable.
We prove the claim. By (ii) it suffices to prove the equality (73) on Ω × D2 ×
(0,dist(x, ∂Ω)), with E(x) countable. We set
E(x) =
( ⋃
ν∈D2
E(x, ν)
)
∪
( ⋃
y∈D1,ν∈D2
E(y, ν)
)
where E(z, ν) is the countable set of discontinuity points of m1(z, ν, ·) and m2(z, ν, ·) given
by Proposition 19. If x ∈ D1, ν ∈ Sd−1, then we have that m1(x, ν, ρ) = m2(x, ν, ρ) for
all ρ in a countable dense set D3 and both m1(x, ν, ·) and m2(x, ν, ·) are continuous on
(0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) \ E(x), therefore for every ρ ∈ (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) \ E(x) we can find ρk → ρ,
{ρk}k ⊂ D3 such that
m1(x, ν, ρ) = lim
k→∞
m1(x, ν, ρk) = lim
k→∞
m2(x, ν, ρk) = m2(x, ν, ρ)
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Let now (x0, ν, ρ0) ∈ Ω×Sd−1×((0,dist(x0, ∂Ω))\E(x0). By the definition of E(x0) we have
that ρ 7→ m1(x0, ν, ρ), ρ 7→ m2(x0, ν, ρ) are both continuous at ρ0, by (iii) of Proposition 19
there holds that x 7→ m1(x, ν, ρ0), ρ 7→ m2(x, ν, ρ0) is continuous at x0. Choose xk → x0,
{xk}k ⊂ D1, by the definition of E(x0) we have that
m1(x0, ν, ρ0) = lim
k→∞
m1(xk, ν, ρ0) = lim
k→∞
m2(xk, ν, ρ0) = m2(x0, ν, ρ0)
and the remark holds true.
The next goal is to prove Theorem 22 below, which relates Γ-convergence with the
convergence of the corresponding minimum problems (64) and we then use it in the proof
of Proposition 24. In order to prove Theorem 22 we apply Lemma 21, which shows,
that every lower semicontinuous surface energy functional is characterized by its infimum
problems on balls.
Lemma 21. Let ϕi : Ω × Rd → [0,+∞), i = 1, 2 be such that the trivial bounds (16) are
satisfied and let Ei : BV (Ω, {±1})×A(Ω)→ [0,+∞) be defined by
Ei(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕi(x, νu(x))dHd−1
for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) × A(Ω). For all A ∈ A(Ω) let Ei(·, A) be L1(A)-lower
semicontinuous and assume that
m1(x, ρ, ν) = m2(x, ρ, ν) for all x ∈ Ω, ν ∈ Sd−1, ρ ∈ (0, dist(x, ∂Ω)) \ E(x) (74)
where E(x) is a countable set, then
E1(u,A) = E2(u,A)
for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω, {±1})×A(Ω).
Proof. Let u ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) and define
Qδ =
{
Bδi : B
δ
i = Bρi(xi), B
δ
i ⊂ A, xi ∈ ∂∗{u = 1}, ρi < δ,Bδi ∩Bδj = ∅, i 6= j
(74) is satisfied,
ˆ
∂Bδi
|tr(u− uxi,νi)|dHd−1 < ρd−1i δ,
Hd−1(∂∗{u = 1}) \
∞⋃
i=1
Bδi ) = 0,Hd−1(∂∗{u = 1}) ∩Bδi ) ≥
1
2
wd−1ρd−1i
}
.
(75)
By Besicovitch Covering Theorem we know that there exists such a countable cover. Let
m : BV (Ω; {±1})×A(Ω)→ [0,+∞) be defined by
mi(u,A) = inf
{
Ei(v,A) : v ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}), u = v on a neighborhood of A
}
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for i = 1, 2. Note that by [[17],Lemma 3.1]
|mi(u,A)−mi(v,A)| ≤ C
ˆ
∂A
|tr(u− v)|dHd−1 (76)
for i = 1, 2 holds. Therefore by (75),(76) we have
E1(u,A) ≥
∞∑
i=1
E1(u,B
δ
i ) ≥
∞∑
i=1
m1(u,B
δ
i )
≥
∞∑
i=1
m1(uxi,νi , B
δ
i )− C
∞∑
i=1
ˆ
∂Bδi
|tr(u− uxi,νi)|dHd−1
≥
∞∑
i=1
m2(uxi,νi , B
δ
i )− Cδ
∞∑
i=1
ρd−1i
≥
∞∑
i=1
m2(u,B
δ
i )− Cδ
∞∑
i=1
ρd−1i
≥
∞∑
i=1
m2(u,B
δ
i )− CδHd−1(∂∗{u = 1}) ∩A)
Now choose uiδ ∈ BV (Bδi , {±1}) such that uδi = u in a Neighborhood of ∂Bδi and
E2(u
i
δ, B
δ
i ) ≤
1
2i
δ +m2(u,B
δ
i ).
If we set N δ = Ω \⋃∞i=1Bδi and define
uδ(x) =
{
uiδ x ∈ Bδi
u(x) x ∈ N δ.
By the coercivity assumption on ϕ2 we have that u
δ ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) and
E2(u
δ, A) ≤
∞∑
i=1
E2(u
δ, Bδi ) + E2(u
δ, N δ) ≤
∞∑
i=1
m2(u
δ
i , B
δ
i ) + δ
≤ E1(u,A) + C(u)δ.
We claim that uδ → u in L1(A). In fact
||uδ − u||L1(A) =
∞∑
i=1
||uδ − u||L1(Bδi ) ≤ Cδ
∞∑
i=1
Hd−1(∂∗{u = 1} ∩Bδi )
= CδHd−1(∂∗{u = 1})→ 0 as δ → 0.
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Therefore by the lower semicontinuity of E2 we obtain
E2(u,A) ≤ lim inf
δ→0
E2(u
δ, A) ≤ E1(u,A).
By exchanging the roles of E1 and E2 we obtain the statement.
Set
mn(x, ν, ρ) = inf{Eϕn(u,Bρ(x)) : u = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ(x)}
m(x, ν, ρ) = inf{Eϕ(u,Bρ(x)) : u = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ(x)}
Theorem 22. Let Eϕn , Eϕ : BV (Ω, {±1})×A(Ω)→ [0,+∞) be defined by
Eϕn(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕn(x, νu(x))Hd−1
and
Eϕ(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕ(x, νu(x))Hd−1
for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) × A(Ω), where ϕn, ϕ : Ω × Rd → [0,+∞] are such that
ϕn(x, ·), ϕ(x, ·) satisfy the trivial bounds (16) for all x ∈ Ω. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
i) Eϕn(·, A) Γ-converges to Eϕ(·, A) with respect to the L1(A)-topology
ii) mn(x, ν, ρ)→ m(x, ν, ρ) for all (x, ν, ρ) ∈ Ω× ∈ Sd−1 × (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)) \ E(x) where
E(x) is countable.
Proof. We first show that (i) implies (ii).
Step 1: We show that
lim sup
n→∞
mn(x, ν, ρ) ≤ m(x, ν, ρ) for all (x, ν, ρ) ∈ Ω× Sd−1 × (0,dist(x, ∂Ω))
To this end let ε > 0 and u ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) be such that u = ux,ν in a neighborhood of
∂Bρ(x) and
Eϕ(u,Bρ(x)) ≤ m(x, ν, ρ) + ε
Since En
Γ→ E there exists un ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) such that
lim sup
n→∞
Eϕn(un, Bρ(x)) ≤ Eϕ(u,Bρ(x)).
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By a cut-off argument we construct u˜n ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) such that u˜n = ux,ν in a neighbor-
hood of ∂Bρ(x) and
lim sup
n→∞
Eϕn(u˜n, Bρ(x)) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
Eϕn(un, Bρ(x)).
Hence we have
lim sup
n→∞
mn(x, ν, ρ) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
Eϕn(u˜n, Bρ(x)) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
Eϕn(un, Bρ(x))
≤ Eϕ(u,Bρ(x)) ≤ m(x, ν, ρ) + ε.
The claim follows as ε→ 0. By proposition (19) (ii) we have that that
lim sup
ρ′→ρ
m(x, ν, ρ′) = m(x, ν, ρ) (77)
for all but countably many ρ ∈ (0,dist(x, ∂Ω)), where ρ′ is converging decreasingly to ρ.
Step 2: We show that
lim inf
n→∞ mn(x, ν, ρ) ≥ lim supρ′→ρ
m(x, ν, ρ′)
with ρ′ converging decreasingly to ρ. To prove this choose for all n ∈ N, un ∈ BV (Ω, {±1})
such that un = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ(x) and
Eϕn(un, Bρ(x)) ≤ mn(x, ν, ρ) +
1
n
.
Let ρ′ > ρ and define
u˜n(z) =
{
un(z) z ∈ Bρ(x)
ux,ν(z) otherwise.
We have
mn(x, ν, ρ) ≥ Eϕn(un, Bρ(x)) ≥ Eϕn(u˜, Bρ′(x))−
1
n
− C|ρ− ρ′|.
By the coercivity assumption we know that up to subsequences u˜n → v and therefore that
v = ux,ν in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ′(x) we obtain
lim inf
n→∞ mn(x, ν, ρ) ≥ lim infn→∞ Eϕn(un, Bρ(x)) ≥ Eϕ(v,Bρ′(x))− C|ρ− ρ
′|
By (77) the claim follows for all such ρ ∈ (0, 1) \ E(x) as ρ′ converges decreasingly to ρ.
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Now we prove that (ii) implies (i): Take a subsequence (not relabeled) {Eϕn}n. By
[[5],Theorem 3.2] up to subsequences Eϕn(·, A) Γ-converges to some E˜ : BV (Ω, {±1}) ×
A(Ω)→ [0,+∞) of the form
E˜(u,A) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩A
ϕ˜(x, νu(x))dHd−1 for all (u,A) ∈ BV (Ω, {±1})×A(Ω)
and therefore if we denote by m˜ the associated minimum problems of the energy E˜ by (i)
implies (ii) and by our assumption we have that
m˜(x, ρ, ν) = lim
n→∞mn(x, ρ, ν) = m(x, ρ, ν)
for all x, ν, ρ ∈ Ω×Sd−1× (0,dist(x, ∂Ω))\E(x) where E(x) is a countable set. By Lemma
21 we have that E˜ = Eϕ. Therefore every subsequence contains a further subsequences
which Γ-converges to Eϕ. By the Urysohn-property of Γ-convergence we have that Eϕn
Γ-converges to Eϕ.
Since the energies that are involved are equi-coercive we may use a metrizability argu-
ment for Γ-convergence [[21],Theorem 10.22]. We therefore may argue by a diagonalization
procedure. To this end we need to define a minimal volume fraction θϕ and establish some
properties of it. Those are contained in the next lemma.
For ϕ : Rd → [0,+∞), even, convex, positively 1-homogeneous, satisfying (16), or
equivalently ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (1), we define θϕ ∈ [0, 1] by
θϕ = min{s ∈ [0, 1] : ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (s)} (78)
and we denote
Br(ϕ) = {ϕ′ : even, convex, positively 1-homogenous and d(ϕ,ϕ′) < r},
where
d(ϕ,ϕ′) = sup
ν∈Sd−1
|ϕ(ν)− ϕ′(ν)|.
Note that the minimum in (78) is attained by the definition of Hα,β,V (θ). If ϕ : Ω×Rd →
[0,+∞) is such that ϕ(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (1) for all x ∈ Ω, we define θϕ : Ω→ [0, 1] by
θϕ(x) = θϕ(x,·).
Lemma 23. The following properties hold true
i) Let 0 ≤ θ1 < θ2 ≤ 1 and ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (θ1) then there exists r > 0 such that Br(ϕ) ∩
Hα,β,V (1) ⊂ Hα,β,V (θ2).
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ii) Let ϕ,ϕn ∈ Hα,β,V (1) and d(ϕn, ϕ)→ 0 as n→∞, then θϕn → θϕ.
iii) Let ϕ(·, ν) be continuous for all ν ∈ Sd−1, then θϕ is continuous.
iv) For every surface energy density ϕ the function θϕ is measurable.
Proof. (i) Let 0 ≤ θ1 < θ2 ≤ 1 and ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (θ1). Then for all ϕ′ ∈ Br(ϕ) ∩Hα,β,V (1)
we have
ϕ′(ν) ≤ ϕ(ν) + r ≤
∑
ξ∈V
cξ|〈ν, ξ〉|+ r ≤
∑
ξ∈V
(cξ + r)|〈ν, ξ〉| =:
∑
ξ∈V
c˜ξ|〈ν, ξ〉|,
where αξ ≤ cξ ≤ (θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ) for some {θξ}ξ∈V ⊂ [0, 1] satisfying (15) with θ1 and
c˜ξ ≤ (θξβξ + (1− θξ)αξ) + r =
((
θξ +
r
βξ − αξ
)
βξ +
(
1− (θξ + r
βξ − αξ )
)
αξ
)
≤ (θ˜ξβξ + (1− θ˜ξ)αξ),
if θ˜ξ − θξ ≥ rβξ−αξ and {θ˜ξ}ξ ⊂ [0, 1] satisfy (15) with θ2. Set
r := min
ξ∈V
(θ˜ξ − θξ)(βξ − αξ)
2
.
We have that Br(ϕ) ∩Hα,β,V (1) ⊂ Hα,β,V (θ2).
(ii) Let d(ϕn, ϕ) → 0 as n → ∞. Up to subsequences we have that θϕn → θ˜. By the
definition of θϕ we have that θϕ ≤ θ˜, since ϕ ∈ Hα,β,V (θ˜). Assume that θϕ < θ < θ˜ for some
θ ∈ (0, 1). By (i) there exists a neighborhood Br(ϕ) of ϕ such that Br(ϕ) ∩Hα,β,V (1) ⊂
Hα,β,V (θ). Therefore for n large enough we have that ϕn ∈ Hα,β,V (θ) so that θϕn ≤ θ,
which contradicts θϕn → θ˜.
(iii) is a direct consequences of (ii). As for (iv) it suffices to notice that if we define
ϕn = ρn ∗ ϕ, where ρn is a sequence of convolution kernels, we have that ϕn is a sequence
of continuous functions and ϕn converges a.e. to ϕ. In view of (ii),(iii) θϕ is a a.e. limit of
a sequence of continuous functions, hence it is measurable.
Proposition 24. Let θ : Ω → [0, 1] be measurable and ϕ : Ω × Rd → [0,+∞] be such
that ϕ(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (θ(x)) for a.e. x ∈ Ω. Then there exist sequences {θn}n, {cnξ }ξ,n ⊂
C(Ω), 0 ≤ θn ≤ 1 such that ϕn : Ω× Rd → [0,+∞] defined by
ϕn(x, ν) =
∑
ξ∈V
cnξ (x)|〈ν, ξ〉| (79)
satisfy ϕn(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (θn(x)) for all x ∈ Ω, Eϕn Γ-converges to Eϕ and θn ∗⇀ θ.
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Proof. Since the energies involved are all equicoercive by the metrizability-properties of
Γ-convergence (see [[21],Theorem 10.22]) we can use a diagonal argument. It suffices to
construct lower semicontinuous densities of the form (79) such that the associated energies
Γ-converge to Eϕ. Every such function can be approximated from below by functions of
the form (79) with continuous coefficients. Therefore the associated energies Γ-converge
to the energy associated to the limit density and by Lemma 23 (ii) the associated local
volume fractions converge weakly*.
We now prove that there exists {ϕn}n of the form (79) with cnξ : Ω → [0,∞) lower
semicontinuous and Eϕn Γ-converges to Eϕ. By Theorem 22 and Remark 20 it suffices to
find ϕn such that
lim
n→∞mn(xi, νi, ρi) = m(xi, νi, ρi)
where {xi, ρi, νi}i∈N ⊂ Ω × (0, dist(x, ∂Ω)) × Sd−1 is a dense set. Moreover we assume,
by Besicovitch Covering Theorem and Remark 20, that |Ω \⋃∞i=1Bρi(xi)| = 0. Let uni ∈
BV (Ω, {±1}) be such that uni = uxi,νi in a neighborhood of ∂Bρi(xi) and
Eϕ(u
n
i , Bρi(xi)) ≤ m(xi, ρi, νi) +
1
n
.
By Lusin’s theorem and the rectifiability of ∂∗{uni = 1} there existsKi,n, Ci,n ⊂ Rd compact
and aξ : Ki,n → [0,∞) such that
i) Ki,n ⊂ ∂∗{uni = 1} ∩ Bρi(xi) , x 7→ νuni (x), x 7→ ϕ(x, νuni (x)) are continuous on Ki,n
and
Hd−1(∂∗{uni = 1} \Ki,n) <
1
n
.
ii) Ci,n ⊂ Bρi(xi) \Ki,n such that
|Bρi \ Ci,n| = |(Bρi \Ki,n) \ Ci,n| <
1
n
2−i.
and
ϕ(x, ν) ≤
∑
ξ∈V
aξ(x)|〈ν, ξ〉|
for all x ∈ Ci,n, ν ∈ Sd−1. Moreover for all ξ0 ∈ V there holds
ϕ
(
x,
ξ0
||ξ0||
)
=
∑
ξ∈V
aξ(x)
∣∣∣〈 ξ0||ξ0|| , ξ〉
∣∣∣.
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Define
ϕn,i(x, ν) =

∑
ξ∈V cξ(x, νuni (x))|〈ν, ξ〉| x ∈ Ki,n∑
ξ∈V aξ(x)|〈ν, ξ〉| x ∈ Ci,n∑
ξ∈V βξ|〈ν, ξ〉| otherwise,
where cξ(x, νuni (x)) ∈ C(Ω) are chosen such that∑
ξ∈V
cξ(x, νuni (x))|〈νuni (x), ξ〉| = ϕ(x, νuni (x))
and set
ϕn(x, ξ) := min
1≤i≤n
ϕn,i(x, ξ).
ϕn(·, ξ) is lower semicontinuous and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have
mn(xi, νi, ρi) ≤ Eϕn(uni , Bρi(xi))
≤
ˆ
Ki,n
ϕn(x, νuni (x))dHd−1 +
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}\Ki,n
ϕn(x, νuni (x))dHd−1
≤
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}
ϕ(x, νuni (x))dHd−1 + CHd−1(∂∗{uni = 1} \Ki,n)
≤ m(xi, νi, ρi) + C
n
.
Now let ε > 0 and let u ∈ BV (Ω, {±1}) be such that u = uxi,νi in a neighborhood of
∂Bρi(xi) and
Eϕn(u,Bρi(xi)) ≤ mn(xi, νi, ρi) + ε.
We then have, noting that νu = νuni Hd−1-a.e. on ∂∗{u = 1},
mn(xi, ρi, νi) + ε ≥ Eϕn(u,Bρi(xi)) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Bρi (xi)
ϕn(x, νu(x))dHd−1
=
n∑
j=1
ˆ
Inj ∩Bρi (xi)
ϕn(x, νu(x))dHd−1 +
ˆ
(∂∗{u=1}\⋃nj=1 Inj )∩Bρi (xi) ϕn(x, νu(x))dH
d−1
≥
n∑
j=1
ˆ
Inj ∩Bρi (xi)
ϕ(x, νu(x))dHd−1 +
ˆ
(∂∗{u=1}\⋃nj=1 Inj )∩Bρi (xi) ϕ(x, νu(x))dH
d−1
=Eϕ(u,Bρi(xi)) ≥ m(xi, νi, ρi),
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where Inj = Kj,n \
⋃
j′<jKj′,n. Letting ε→ 0 we obtain
|mn(xi, νi, ρi)−m(xi, νi, ρi)| ≤ C
n
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Hence
mn(xi, νi, ρi)→ m(xi, νi, ρi) for all i ∈ N.
Therefore by Theorem 22 we have that Eϕn Γ-converges to Eϕ.
It remains to show that θn
∗
⇀ θ. By the definition of ϕn we have that
θϕn(x) =
{
θ(x) x ∈ ⋃ni=1Ci,n
1 x /∈ ⋃ni=1Ci,n
where we remark that |Ki,n| = 0. Now let f ∈ L1(Ω) and δ > 0 let nδ ∈ N be such that
|Ω \⋃nδi=1Bρi(xi)| < δ. We have for n big enoughˆ
Ω
f(θn − θ)dx =
ˆ
Ω\⋃ni=1 Ci,n f(θn − θ)dx+
ˆ
⋃n
i=1 Ci,n
f(θn − θ)dx =
ˆ
Ω\⋃ni=1 Ci,n f(1− θ)dx.
Note that |f(1− θ)| ≤ 2f and
|Ω \
nδ⋃
i=1
Ci,n| ≤ |Ω \
nδ⋃
i=1
Bρi(xi)|+ |
nδ⋃
i=1
Bρi(xi) \ Ci,n| ≤ δ +
1
n
.
Hence by the dominated convergence theorem we have that
|
ˆ
Ω\⋃ni=1 Ci,n f(1− θ)dx| → 0
as n→∞, δ → 0. Therefore we have that θn ∗⇀ θ as n→∞.
Proof of Theorem 18: By the metrizability-properties of Γ-convergence and of the weak*-
convergence on bounded sets we proceed by successive approximation and conclude then
by a diagonal argument.
Step 1: By Proposition 24 we can assume that
ϕ(x, ν) =
∑
ξ∈V
cξ(x)|〈ν, ξ〉| (80)
for all (x, ν) ∈ Ω× Rd with cξ ∈ C(Ω, [αξ, βξ]), ξ ∈ V . Note that by (iii) of Lemma 23 we
have that θϕ is continuous.
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Step 2: For every ϕ of the form (80) let ckξ : Ω→ [αξ, βξ] be defined by
ckξ (x) =
{
infz∈Q
2−k (xn)
cξ(z) x ∈ Q2−k(xn), xn ∈ Zk
infz∈Q
2−k (xn)∪Q2−k (xn′ ) cξ(z) x ∈ Q2−k(xn) ∩Q2−k(xn′), xn, xn′ ∈ Zk
with Zk := 2−kZd +
∑d
i=1 ei2
−k−1. If we define ϕk : Ω× Rd → [0,+∞) by
ϕk(x, ν) =
∑
ξ∈V
ckξ (x)|〈ν, ξ〉| (81)
and Ek : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞)
Ek(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕk(x, νu(x))dHd−1
we have that
Γ- lim
k→∞
Ek(u) = E(u).
This follows since ckξ converges increasingly to cξ. Moreover by Lemma 23 we have that
θϕk
∗
⇀ θϕ since ϕk(x, ·)→ ϕ(x, ·) for all x ∈ Ω.
Step 3: Every Ek : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞) can be approximated by Eδk : BV (Ω, {±1})→
[0,+∞) of the form
Eδk(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕδk(x, νu(x))dHd−1 (82)
where ϕδk : Ω× Rd → [0,+∞] is defined by
ϕδk(x, ν) =
∑
ξ∈V
ck,δξ (x)|〈ν, ξ〉|
with
ck,δξ (x) =
{
ckξ (x) x ∈ Q2−k(1−δ)(xn), xn ∈ Zk
βξ otherwise.
To prove Step 3 note first that since ck,δξ ≥ ckξ for all δ > 0, we have that
Γ- lim inf
δ→0
Eδk(u) ≥ Ek(u)
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By [[5],Theorem 3.2] we have that
Γ- lim sup
δ→0
Eδk(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕ˜k(x, νu(x))dHd−1
for some ϕ˜ : Ω× Rd → [0,+∞), where
ϕ˜k(x, ν) = lim sup
ρ→0
mk(x, ν, ρ)
wd−1ρd−1
.
Using [[17],Lemma 4.3.5] we have that
ϕ˜k(x, ν) = lim sup
ρ→0
mk(x, ν, ρ)
wd−1ρd−1
= lim sup
ρ→0
lim inf
δ→0
mδk(x, ν, ρ)
wd−1ρd−1
.
Hence it follows that ϕ˜(x, ν) = ϕ(x, ν) for all x ∈ Q2−k(xn), xn ∈ Zk. From this fact and
by the lower semicontinuity of the energy functional we conclude, as in the proof of (34),
that ϕ˜(x, ν) ≤ ϕ(x, ν) for all x ∈ ∂Q2−k(xn), xn ∈ Zk with ν being the normal vector of
∂Q2−k(xk). For every δ small enough we have that c
k,δ
ξ = c
k
ξ for all x ∈ Q2−k(1−δ)(xn), xn ∈
Zk with limδ→0 |Ω \
⋃
xn∈Zk Q2−k(1−δ)(xn)| = 0, therefore it follows that θϕδk
∗
⇀ θϕk .
Step 4: For Eδk : BV (Ω, {±1}) → [0,+∞) of the form (82) we can find energies Ek,δε :
BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞) of the form
Ek,δε (u) =
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Ωε
εd−1ck,δ,εi,ξ (uεi − uε(i+ξ))2 (83)
for some ck,δ,εi,ξ ∈ {αξ, βξ}Z
d
such that θ({ck,δ,εi,ξ })
∗
⇀ θϕδk
.
Since ϕδk(x, ·) ∈ Hα,β,V (θϕδk(xn)) if x ∈ Q2−k(1−δ)(xn), xn ∈ Zk there exists a sequence
of homogenized densities {ϕk,δ,nN } such that ϕk,nN → ϕ(xn, ·) as N → ∞ and for every
N ∈ N there exist {ck,n,Ni,j } T -periodic for some T ∈ N such that θ({ck,n,Ni,ξ }) → θ(xn),
where θ({ck,n,Ni,ξ }) is in the notation of (12), and
Γ- lim
ε→0
Ek,n,Nε (u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕk,nN (νu(x))dHd−1.
We define Ek,N,δ : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞) by
Ek,N,δ(u) =
ˆ
∂∗{u=1}∩Ω
ϕk,δN (x, νu(x))dHd−1, (84)
with
ϕk,δN (x, ν) =
{
ϕk,nN (ν) x ∈ Q2−k(1−δ)(xn), xn ∈ Zk∑
ξ∈V βξ|〈ν, ξ〉| otherwise.
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We have that
Γ- lim
N→∞
Ek,N,δ(u) = E
δ
k(u).
This follows from ϕk,nN → ϕ(xn, ·) and therefore
ϕ˜δk(x, ν) = lim sup
ρ→0
mδk(x, ν, ρ)
wd−1ρd−1
= lim sup
ρ→0
lim inf
N→∞
mδk,N (x, ν, ρ)
wd−1ρd−1
.
Note that if we define Ek,N,δε : BV (Ω, {±1})→ [0,+∞) by (83) with
ck,δ,N,εi,ξ =
{
ck,n,Ni,ξ i ∈ (Q2−k(1−δ)(xn))ε, xn ∈ Zk
βξ otherwise
it holds that
Γ- lim
ε→0
Ek,δ,Nε (u) = Γ- lim
ε→0
1
4
∑
ξ∈V
∑
i,i+ξ∈Ωε
εd−1ck,δ,N,εi,ξ (uεi − uε(i+ξ))2 = Ek,N,δ(u)
with Ek,N,δ(u) of the form (84). The statement follows by a diagonal argument for the
convergence of the energies and the local volume fractions.
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